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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BC Parks has received an application for a Park Use Permit (PUP) to conduct guided overnight
horse trips along the lower Bedwell River within Strathcona Park. To clarify horse use in
Strathcona Park and specifically the Bedwell valley, an amendment to the Strathcona Park
Master Plan is being pursued. An understanding of the potential impacts of horse use on natural,
recreational, and socio economic values within the Bedwell area is important in developing
criteria for determining the suitability of an area for horse use. This is a new use for the Bedwell
valley and by BC Parks policy it requires an impact assessment. The BC Parks Impact
Assessment process serves as a vehicle for developing suitability criteria and to gain an
understanding of the implications of allowing horse use in new areas of the Park.
A Level 2 Impact Assessment, Detailed Screen, following policies and procedures set out in the
BC Parks Impact Assessment Manual and user Guide
(http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/conserve/impact/impact.html) was conducted along the
proposed trail route in the Bedwell watershed. The impact assessment included the proposed
horse use and related development. A literature review was completed as well as an assessment
of trails near Kunlin Lake to understand current impacts of horse use at this location.
Within the Bedwell drainage, and regarding the proposed horse use, the values assessed for
potential impact included the following:







Flora (general)
Fauna (general)
Fish (Rainbow/Cutthroat Trout)
Water Quality (general)
Elk (Blue listed species)
Geological Features








Recreation/Hiker Interactions
Aesthetics
Archaeological Resources
Cultural Heritage
Access
Public Concerns

Each value and the potential for impact was assessed against three stages of development,
including trail construction/upgrade, trail operations or use and trail abandonment. Any significant
impact (“significance” as defined by the Level 2 process) was then examined further to
understand the potential impact and the responsiveness of the impact to mitigation or
management efforts.
The proposed horse trail along the Bedwell River is located on an abandoned logging road bed,
but will also require some use of the river channel and some short sections of new trail
construction. The valley bottom through which the trail runs has been heavily impacted by past
logging and mining, and is subject to ongoing flooding, erosion, and channel instability. It is now
regenerated with second growth mature forest cover, and supports a sizable elk herd.
Biological/Physical Impacts
The biological and physical-chemical impacts of horse use on this trail are generally low to
moderate when screened through the Level 2 Impact Assessment Process. The impacts are
identified as low to moderate, as most of the elements under consideration have an immediate
potential for mitigation, or can be restored to acceptable conditions in less than one year.
Social Impacts
The potential social impacts caused by the proposed trail construction and use, resulted in ratings
that are somewhat higher than the direct environmental impacts. There is a high level of public
concern regarding the appropriateness of horses in protected areas and the potential
environmental impacts, with particular concern about the impact of allowing a private, commercial
operator to have a horse use permit within the park. These social impacts may be mitigated to
some extent through public education and a demonstrated effort to implement an adaptive
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management approach. There is also potential for this high concern to ameliorate as trail users
become aware of the benefits of the proposed trail upgrades.
If the decision is made to approve Park Use Permit applications regarding horse use in
Strathcona Park, in order to ensure that potential impacts are managed, it is imperative that a
Park Use Permit Management Schedule be put in place at the outset of any trail construction and
associated horse use. This schedule would need to confirm the findings of this EIA screening
and should establish acceptable limits of change for any of the vulnerable environmental features
identified in this process, and establish a monitoring program to track environmental conditions. It
is recommended that the Park Use Permit Management Schedule incorporate compliance
restrictions for the permit holder, with a clause allowing revocation of the permit for noncompliance. Adaptive management strategies such as trail re-routing, timing and extent of horse
use, or altering the practices of horse riders should be employed to ensure longer term
management of potential impacts. The Park Use Permit Management Schedule should also
address the need for a monitoring and compliance program to ensure impacts are mitigated
and/or managed and continuing use is contingent on performance.
In general the proposed activity on the proposed route within the Bedwell watershed does not
result in impacts that can not be significantly mitigated or managed.
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INTRODUCTION

BC Parks has received an application for a Park Use Permit (PUP) to conduct guided overnight
horse trips along the lower Bedwell River within Strathcona Provincial Park. This is a new use for
the Bedwell valley and by BC Parks policy it requires an impact assessment. This report
represents the results of a Level 2 Impact Assessment, Detailed Screen, following policies and
procedures set out in the BC Parks Impact Assessment Manual and user Guide
(http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/conserve/impact/impact.html).
To clarify horse use in Strathcona Park and specifically the Bedwell valley, an amendment to the
Strathcona Park Master Plan is being pursued. An understanding of the potential impacts of
horse use on natural, recreational, and socio economic values within the Bedwell area is
important in developing criteria for determining the suitability of any area for horse use. The BC
Parks Impact Assessment process will serve as a vehicle for developing these criteria and to gain
an understanding of the implications of allowing horse use in any area of the Park.
Disclaimer: For clarity, this report refers to the proposed activities as being implemented. This
approach is used in order to efficiently discuss the associated impacts. It is clearly understood
that no decisions have been made regarding the associated Park Use Permit application. The
wording and tense used in this report should not be construed as affirmation of the Park Use
Permit application or an assumption that the Park Use Permit application will be approved.

1.1

Project Area Summary1

The Bedwell valley, located on the west side of Vancouver Island on British Columbia’s west
coast, is within the Central Pacific Coastal Forest Ecoregion. The ecosystems in this region are
characterized as hydroriparian forest ecosystems, with hydrologic cycles playing the most
important role in the influence on forest dynamics. High winds, rain and fog have a strong impact
on the vegetation complexes, and fire plays a much smaller role than in other ecoregions.
(Ricketts et al, 1999). The valley is classified under the biogeoclimatic system as CWHvm1, or
Coastal Western Hemlock very wet maritime submontane variant, and supports the climax
hemlock-cedar-fir forest types typical of this zone. The valley has been logged as recently as the
late 1960’s, and prior to that mineral exploration and extraction occurred. Logging was extensive
and much of the valley bottom was harvested. This activity has left behind a system of roads and
bridges that are now in various stages of disrepair or naturally deactivated. A trail route was
established using this system of roads to link the Buttle Lake area to the west coast of Vancouver
Island. The route is in poor repair. The associated forest cover is at an early stage of maturity.
The most westerly portion of the route is on private land and outside the Park.
BC Parks has received an application to conduct commercial guided horseback tours into the
Bedwell valley from adjacent private lands using the remains of the logging road system. The
proponent proposes to establish a camp/corrals near You Creek in the Bedwell valley and reestablish roads and bridges as required. The approved Strathcona Park Master Plan is unclear as
to where horse use is allowed, and the Bedwell valley is not an identified area.

1.2

Project Area Geology and Geomorphology

The overall geology of the area is also summarized below as it has overall bearing on the
conditions currently found and expected within the project area

1

As taken from the Request For Proposal for a Level 2 Impact Assessment of Horse Use in the
Bedwell Valley of Strathcona Provincial Park
Forsite
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Geology - This area is located in the Wrangellia Terrain; a Devonian to middle Jurassic island arc
that was accreted onto North America approximately 95 million years ago (Cretaceous). Two rock
types dominate the area in this area: (i) Mid Triassic to upper Triassic basaltic volcanic rocks of
the Karmutsen formation, and (ii) Early Jurassic to Middle Jurassic granodioritic intrusive rocks of
the Island Plutonic Suite. These basaltic rocks, formed in an Island Arc-type facies, and are
mapped as including pillowed basalt flows, pillow breccia, hyaloclastite tuff and breccia, massive
amygdaloidal flows, minor tuffs, interflow sediment and limestone lenses.
Karst Potential - An examination of Karst potential mapping (Guthrie 2005) indicates potential
karst features associated with the Karmutsen formation, however none are indicated in the study
area.
Mass Wasting Potential - Mass Wasting Potential mapping indicates that the study area is
located primarily in the ‘moderately wet central island zone’ (Guthrie 2005) The moderately wet
central island zone is characterized by steep terrain and numerous small rock outcrops. Overall,
the land is densely vegetated and the natural landscape is covered by mature conifers. This
region is dominated by debris slides and debris flows. Precipitation in this zone falls primarily as
rain in the winter months.
Geomorphology - The valley bottom of the study area is located on an active contemporary
floodplain, consisting primarily of unconsolidated sandy gravel sediments. The valleys of
Vancouver Island experienced significant Quaternary glacial activity. Immediately upslope of the
floodplain, surficial materials are likely to be thick till sequences, and in many areas these will be
overlain by, or interbedded with colluvial materials; rockfall, debris flow and debris slides as well
as slope-washed colluvium. The valley bottom in the central part of the study area
(approximately 6km to 12km) is dominated by colluvial processes and materials originating in
gullies upslope as mass wasting events. Glaciofluvial materials may be present on lower midslopes, consisting of more compact, sandy gravels. Gully processes are both mapped and
evident within the more sharply incised portion of the Bedwell River valley, from near the
confluence with inlet, to where the river turns to an more easterly course, in a somewhat broader
valley.
Snow Avalanche - Snow Avalanche potential mapping (Guthrie 2005) and examination of ortho
photos shows mapped snow avalanche initiation areas and runout for large snow avalanche
paths to the valley bottom, often contemporaneous with active debris flow areas.
Hydrology - The Bedwell watershed is located in the Insular Mountain Physiographic Region.
From the numerous tributaries and debris flow paths evident, the Bedwell River appears to have
a high-energy, generally unstable channel morphology with considerable sediment influx and
transport. On Vancouver Island, rivers of this size are generally near the threshold for braided
rivers, and rely on riparian vegetation and morphological constraints for stability (Guthrie 2005).
The Bedwell River floodplain is typical of many coastal watersheds which were extensively
logged in the mid-1900’s: conventional road-building and harvesting techniques of that era
frequently stripped the entire hydroriparian area of the high value old growth forest to the river
banks. The mainline hauling road was constructed in the active part of the floodplain on the
lowest gradient terrain available, and crossing structures were frequently undersized. River
banks weakened by loss of root strength post-harvest became much more erodible, and coarse
sediment from bank erosion and culvert failures on tributaries increase the channel bedload while
finer sediments are washed away as suspended material (Mike Miles, fluvial geomorphologist,
personal communication July, 2007 and August, 2008). As the channel bedload surpasses that
of the natural pre-harvest river morphology, braiding and channel widening increase. Water
power in some reaches decreases accordingly as moderate and low flows begin to recede
subsurface under the excess bedload, and the process becomes exacerbated with further
channel shifting and gravel bar formation. The rate of downstream bedload migration is slowed
by this seasonal reduction of water power, creating a “snowball effect” of rising bedload elevation
Forsite
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and decreasing surface flows. The problem is further compounded as floodplain logging roads
are abandoned without adequate deactivation, as is the case in the Bedwell watershed. Ongoing
erosion of the widening river channel, or “bank attack,” will eventually intersect the road prism and
wash out sections of road, which has already been observed in the Bedwell. These road
washouts further contribute considerably more coarse material to the bedload than the natural
river banks, and any sections of road built on the historic floodplain may eventually be subject to
future washouts. Rivers undergoing these road and harvest-related processes of erosion and
morphological change may take centuries or longer to recover to conditions of equilibrium (Miles,
personal communication). The extensive river bank erosion witnessed in the Bedwell valley, and
the high background levels of sediment input from debris torrents and other natural processes,
should be considered against any impacts assessed by proposed recreational uses in the valley.

2.

METHODOLOGY

BC Parks’ impact assessment process has three stages: Level 1, Preliminary Screen; Level 2,
Detailed Screen; and Level 3 Full Impact Assessment Report. A Level 1 Assessment has been
completed for the proposed use and related activity.
In general, a Level 1 Assessment reviews the proposal against legislative, policy and
management guidelines and potential negative impacts. The completed Level 1 assessment for
this proposed activity directed that a plan amendment process be undertaken and that a Level 2
assessment be completed. Should questions and issues remain unresolved after the Level 2, a
much more detailed Level 3 assessment may be recommended.
It is important to note that the Level *(1, 2 or 3) of environmental impact assessment required is
contingent, generally, on the nature and/or significance of a proposed change or development.
For example, the construction or installation of an outhouse would generally elicit a Level 1
Assessment, a proposal for horse use within a park (as outlined here) would generally elicit a
Level 2 Assessment, while significant developments such as ski-hills or resort development would
generally elicit a Level 3 Assessment.
A Level 2 Impact Assessment, Detailed Screen, following policies and procedures set out in the
BC Parks Impact Assessment Manual and User Guide
(http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/conserve/impact/impact.html) was conducted along the
proposed trail route in the Bedwell watershed. The impact assessment included the proposed
horse use and related development or route improvements.

2.1

Field Assessment

Field data was collected on May 30 and June 2, 2008. Weather conditions were cool and
overcast on both days. The water level in the Bedwell River was low, and water clarity was
excellent. A crew of two assessors commenced a traverse at You Creek, at the upper end of the
proposed trail upgrade. A hipchain and/ or hand-held GPS unit was used to record the cumulative
traverse distance at each station (Traverse Summary, Appendix 2). Stations were chosen
wherever a feature was encountered that required description in the opinion of the assessors,
including:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
Forsite

All stream crossings
Road washouts
Signs of wildlife use
Any erosion or other variation in the surface of the road or road width
Potential corral sites
Evidence of flooding
Significant changes in road grade
Changes in overall vegetation types
Features which may impede horse access, and require trail upgrade
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At each station, chainage or GPS location was recorded and photographs were taken. At each
stream crossing, the dimensions and condition of existing culverts were noted, as well as stream
channel widths, substrate type and size, morphology, bank features such as height, gradient, and
soil texture, and potential fish habitat quality (Stream Crossings Detailed Summary, Appendix 2).
Fish access to each crossing was assumed unless there were obvious barriers to access such as
gradients >30%, or vertical permanent barriers with insufficient upstream habitat to support
isolated resident populations.
The trail on the old road bed was evaluated for accessibility to horses, and the assessors
determined options for upgrading the trail wherever horse access would be impeded. These
options were then studied for all potential impacts to the biological, physical-chemical, and social
values identified in the project review and public consultation process. Potential mitigation
strategies and monitoring studies were also identified wherever possible.

3.

SUMMARY OF FIELD REVIEW
3.1

Summary

A full field review was conducted of the trail system, from You Creek to the park boundary. A
summary of this field review is included below. In addition, refer to Appendix 1 (Detailed Survey
Map) and Appendix 2 (Traverse Summary and Stream Crossings Detailed Summary) for more
detailed information associated with the field review. Please also see Appendix 3 for Photo
Plates as outlined below and referenced in all field notes and summaries.

3.2

You Creek to 1st Bedwell River Crossing

You Creek (chainage 0+000 metres) to 1st Bedwell River crossing (chainage 3+595 metres);
(Photo Plates 1 to 8):
The road bed is completely washed away by the river in five sections, with lineal distances of 130
metres (from 0+250 to 0+380), 60 metres (from 0+960 to 1+120), 76 metres (1+179 to 1+255),
112 metres (1+311 to 1+423), and 97 metres (3+045 to 3+105) respectively. For two of these
sections (0+250 to 0+380, and 1+179 to 1+255), horses may access gravel bars in the river with
little difficulty. The other three sections may require new trail construction.
Other sections of road have sandy deposits and other signs of recent flooding. The road is
frequently adjacent to the river (within 10 metres) and is likely to wash away eventually in some of
these spots. Most of the road surface is exposed gravel or gravel with a thin overlying organic
layer. The road bed is fully visible in cross-section wherever the river has washed sections away,
and the gravel surfacing thickness is estimated to range from 0.5 to 1.0 metres. The width of the
road averages approximately 6.0 metres, and several wide spots or spur junctions were noted as
potential corral sites.
There are 10 stream crossings in this part of the traverse. Each one requires culvert installation
or repair, but where there is no fish access, armoured fords may be constructed and the culverts
left in place. Armouring is required wherever unacceptable levels of sediment could be
transported to downstream fish habitat.
Vegetation along this road corridor is dominated by red alder (Alnus rubra) with average
diameters between 30 and 50 cm, with a component of immature western red cedar (Thuja
plicata) and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) . Scattered Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia)
were also noted inland from the road. The understory is dominated by salmonberry (Rubus
spectabilis), which has signs of heavy elk browsing. Other flora observed included deer fern
(Blechnum spicant), sword fern (Polystichum munitum), cascara (Rhamnus pershiana), and rosy
twisted stalk (Streptopus roseus).
Forsite
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Numerous Roosevelt elk (Cervus elaphus roosevelti), two black-tailed deer (Odocoileus
hemionus columbianus), and one black bear (Ursus americanus) were sighted.

3.3

1st Bedwell River Crossing to Noble Creek

1st Bedwell River crossing (chainage 3+595 metres) to Noble Creek (chainage 9+574 metres),
(Photo Plates 9 to 18):
The road is completely washed away in one section for a lineal distance of 173 metres (4+501 to
4+674; see Photo Plate 12). This washout has progressed to a high vertical cliff face, and there
are no feasible options to construct new trail on the same (north) side of the river. There is a high
gravel bar in the river channel located approximately where the road was situated that is suitable
for walking, although the large cobble size may pose some difficulty to horses. This gravel bar is
sufficiently large that both hikers and horse users may get past the cliff face and back onto the
road bed without crossing the river.
The road rises to a slightly higher elevation above the river than in the previous section on the
south side of the river. River bank erosion is occurring in several places with partial road
washouts. The remaining road width is frequently pinched to as little as 2 metres across.
Sufficient road width remains for horses to use, but the ongoing erosion may require that the trail
be widened or moved along the inland edge of the road to maintain adequate walking width.
There are 14 stream crossings in this section. The largest crossing (at 4+320, Photo Plate 10) is
9 metres wide over a tributary stream with high fish habitat values, and will require a bridge
structure. Many of these streams were determined by the assessors to be non-fish bearing
because of gradient, barriers, or dewatering due to debris torrents depositions. Several wood box
culverts are plugged and the original channels are no longer active. These culverts do not
necessarily require removal or replacement unless there are safety concerns.
This section is characterized by several large tributary debris torrents (at 5+835, 5+935, 6+995,
7+855, and 7+880: Photo Plates 13-15), in which channel banks were flooded and the adjacent
forest floor avulsed. The original stream channels are now completely in-filled with coarse
bedload material and are largely de-watered. These channels have little water power remaining
to transport fine sediments. The flood events have deposited boulders and cobbles as far as 100
metres away from the original channel and the resulting boulder fields have buried the road.
These sections will require trail reconstruction as walking is currently very difficult for both horses
and hikers.
The vegetation in this easternmost portion of this section is similar to that on the south side of the
river. Mature alder occasional grow across the entire road, and approximately 12 total stems
would require removal in various places where the road narrows, as there is not enough room for
horses to pass between them. The understory is dominated by salmonberry, red huckleberry
(Vaccinium parvifolium) and conifer saplings: western hemlock and western red cedar. Sword
fern, false lily-of-the-valley (Maianthemum dilatatum), grass spp., elderberry (Sambucus
rasemosa), vanilla leaf (Achyls triphylla), bedstraw (Galium triflorum), oak fern (Gymnocarpium
dryopteris), red huckleberry and occasional hellebore (Veratrum viride) were noted near the road.
There is abundant sign of elk use: salmonberry was heavily browsed, and there is significant
damage to the conifer saplings where elk have rubbed against them. Elk tracks, black bear and
black-tailed deer scat were frequently noted. Closer to Noble Creek, the road rises in elevation
and traverses a drier, rockier ecosystem. Vegetation in this section includes Sitka spruce (Picea
sitchensis), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and amabalis fir (Abies amabalis) in addition to
western hemlock, red cedar, and red alder. At the highest point, lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta)
and salal (Gaultheria shallon) were observed. The river at this point enters the first of a series of
canyons.
Forsite
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Noble Creek to Park Boundary

Noble Creek (chainage 9+574) to Park Boundary (chainage 13+530), (Photo Plates 19 to 22):
The final section of the road from Noble Creek to the park boundary is located well above river
level, as the river runs through a series of canyons. There are no real concerns with the road
being washed away by the river in this section, but there have been minor erosion events along
the surface of the road, leaving a trench in one place near the “living bridge” (10+645, Photo
Plate 20). Noble Creek (9+574, Photo Plate 18) may be considered for fording without a crossing
structure, as the channel substrate at the old bridge crossing site is largely boulders with little risk
of any impacts on fish habitat. The “living bridge” is the most significant structure in this section,
because it is too unsafe for use or repairs, and breaches a large canyon crossing. The large
amount of fill remaining on the bridge is of significant concern to fish and fish habitat, as failure of
the bridge would deliver a substantial amount of sediment into the river. Removal of the fill would
be of great benefit to aquatic resources by removing the sediment source, but removal of the
superstructure (stringers) would be very difficult to do without a crane, due to the significant rot in
the stringers and the sills. If the stringers are cleared of fill and left in place to fall into the creek
naturally, this would not negatively impact aquatic resources, but may pose a safety concern.
One possibility is cutting the stringers after fill removal to allow a controlled drop into the river.
Another major crossing 450 metres downgrade from the living bridge is a wood bridge structure,
with stringers exceeding 10 metres (11+095, Photo Plates 20 and 21). This structure has been
completely plugged by a debris torrent event. The abutment on the west side has washed away,
and the entire stream has diverted around the bridge structure. Crossing this creek without a
replacement structure will require extensive work on the stream banks to provide access for
horses.
There are 9 total stream crossings in this section, including Noble Creek. Only two of these are
suspected to support fish, and some may be candidates for ford crossing.
There were no signs of elk noted in this section, probably due to the canyons which impede
movement of elk through this area. Deer scats were observed and a ruffed grouse (Bonasa
umbellis) was sighted. The forest cover in this section includes patches of mature western
hemlock and amabilis fir.

4.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

The following discussion is based on the Level 2 Environmental Impact Assessment Matrix that is
found in Appendix 5. In general, discussion around low screen values is limited, with most of the
discussion, including some discussion on mitigative actions, being focused on moderate and high
screening values. Additional detail is found within the EIA matrix (Appendix 5).
The overall impacts were considered for three stages of development inherent within the
proposed use:
1. Trail Construction
2. Trail Operations
3. Trail Decommissioning or Abandonment
No plans for abandonment or deactivation are currently in place, but if the proposed activity goes
ahead and then concludes some time in the future, BCParks may consider leaving the
facilities/improvements in place for continued use by the public.
Therefore both trail
abandonment and decommissioning is considered within this section.
It is important to note that short sections of new trail may be required. In general, the concerns
regarding potential impacts outlined below can be consistently applied to these “new” trail
Forsite
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sections. Once the specific trail locations are finalized, applying the mitigation activities outlined
in this report as well as applying the recommended criteria to guide horse use activities (Section
5.1), will significantly mitigate or minimize related impacts. The nature of these impacts, however,
and the mitigation measures or management approaches that may be required, will need to be
confirmed following the finalization of new trail locations.
It is also important to note that many of the impacts that are realized with trail construction, trail
decommissioning and to some extent through trail operations, will be realized regardless of horse
use. For example, trail construction and crossing construction and/or deactivation will have
impacts that will be realized regardless of horse use. The nature of impacts these impacts and
associated mitigative approaches are discussed below.

4.1

Impacts on Flora

Trail Construction
The proposal to upgrade the Bedwell trail for horse use includes the possible construction of
corral sites for overnight trips. Several potential corral sites were identified on the field
assessment (Appendix 2). It may be possible to minimize the area used for a corral site by
picketing horses side-by side along the length of the mainline where the mainline is particularly
wide.
The criteria used to choose potential corral sites were: 1) A sufficiently wide road bed or junction
with a spur road. 2) A sufficiently hardened gravelly surface on old road bed. 3) No indicators of
prior flooding or likelihood of future flooding. 4) Proximity to a water source for horses (the use of
a water pump and storage barrels or troughs may be required) and 5) Negligible impacts on
nearby watercourses due to erosion, run-off, or removal of vegetation.
Construction of the corrals will require removal of some vegetation, mainly mature red alder and
shrub species such as salmonberry and huckleberry. The net impact of this clearing will be
locally moderate but low overall. The impacts may be mitigated by keeping the corral sites as
small as possible, and retaining a few windfirm trees within the corral site if this can be done
safely. Removal of vegetation off-road or disturbance to the adjacent forest floor should be
minimized. There were no red-listed floral species or species at risk observed at or near any of
the potential corral sites. While it is apparent that elk have been heavily foraging on the
salmonberry growing on the roadbed, the total amount of vegetation removed for the corral sites
will be relatively small.
The trail upgrade also requires the construction of tent pads for use by horse riders and hikers.
The location of tent pads should follow all of the criteria and considerations detailed for corral site
construction, but there may be some clearing of off-road trees required to ensure user safety.
The overall impact of vegetation removal is similarly low due to the relatively small amount of
removal required.
There are some sections of mainline washouts, at 0+960 (60 metres), 1+311 (112 metres), and
3+045 (97 metres), where it is recommended that a new trail be developed adjacent to the river,
rather than walking horses over difficult substrates or down exceptionally steep river banks. This
would require removal of second growth trees and the addition of trail surfacing materials. The
removal of sufficient vegetation to provide an adequate trail width should not have a significant
negative impact on the riparian floral ecosystem, if proper measures are taken to minimize those
impacts in terms of trail location, grade, and drainage. The areas where trail construction has
been recommended are generally in young stands of western hemlock and western red cedar,
with medium textured loamy soils. No floral species at risk were noted in these areas. New trails
should be located far enough away from the river bank that there is no loss of shade or riparian
cover for aquatic species in the Bedwell River. Wherever possible, a minimum distance of 1.5 x
the average tree length is recommended to minimize impacts on the aquatic values, prevent
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further erosion of the river banks, and maintain a safe distance from the ongoing erosion
processes in the river. Where it is not possible or feasible to locate the trail at this minimum
distance, other mitigative techniques may be employed such as reducing the trail width to a
minimum allowable for safe horse passage, and installing extra drainage features to disperse trail
water where run-off may potentially lead to riverbank erosion. It is essential that new trail
construction is carried out to a high standard with appropriate trail hardening materials such as
adequate gravel and geotextile or geogrid as necessary. New trails should be located to avoid
wet, organic or fine textured soils or any gradients exceeding 8%; given the relatively short
lengths of new trail require, it is not anticipated that there will be any difficulties in finding suitable
trail locations and avoiding sites with high negative impacts.
Operational Use
The direct impacts of horse use on vegetation are moderate, on a site-specific basis, for most of
the features relevant to the Bedwell trail upgrade proposal. Vegetation adjacent to the trail and
corral sites may be damaged by grazing and trampling (Spildie et al, 2000), and destruction of
existing vegetation may lead to an alteration of the trail-side species complex as colonizing plants
or those more resistant to trampling become established. This impact may be mitigated by
educating horse riders to prevent off-trail wandering, grazing, and by encouraging single-file
riding. Trampling and grazing at corral sites may be reduced by tying horses to a high lead or
picketing, both of which will lead to greater local impacts, but reduce the total area impacted.
Importing all feed for horses should also help to minimize grazing. Spildie et al (2000)
recommended that group sizes for packstock be confined to a maximum number to minimize the
impacts at corral and camping sites. This maximum number on the Bedwell trail would depend
on the size of the corral areas, but Spildie recommended maximums of 10-12 pack animals in
general. Olson-Rutz et al (1996) noted several ways to minimize disturbances at corral sites: 1) If
horses are accustomed to a certain site, they spend more time standing and resting that grazing.
2) Exercised horses are more relaxed and less active in trampling. 3) Picketing horses on ropes <
3 metres seems to reduce grazing. They also noted that plant communities where elk have been
grazing are generally already modified in terms of species composition and structure, and horse
grazing will cause little additional change. This point is particularly relevant in the Bedwell valley,
where heavy elk grazing was apparent along most of the roadbed.
Impacts on the vegetation at tent pad sites will also be moderate, but this is due to human
presence and camping activities, such as firewood gathering and general trampling, as campers
wander around the campsite area.
Trail maintenance activities will also cause moderate local impacts on vegetation with routine
clearing of danger trees, in growth along the trail, and riparian vegetation for culvert maintenance.
This impact will be experienced regardless of horse use.
Horse manure and urine may potentially alter the species composition of trailside vegetation due
to the high nitrogen content of the waste, which may be toxic to some native floral species
(Jordan, 2000, McClaren and Cole, 1993). The trail upgrade proposal incorporates a plan to
gather manure from the trail after each horse trip, and deposit the manure on the forest floor
adjacent to the trail. The impacts on vegetation are rated as moderate, but may be minimized by
depositing the manure at designated sites, so that the impacts of excess nitrogen are
concentrated at a small number of locations.
Horse manure has been a matter of concern in many wilderness areas as some studies have
shown that it can act as a vector for introducing exotic or invasive species that the horses may
have previously ingested. Benninger-Traux et al (1992) determined that trail corridors in Rocky
Mountain National Park function as conduits for the spread of exotics into natural areas, and that
both hikers and horses (via manure) transport invasive seeds. The spread of exotics was found
to be inversely correlated with distance to the trailhead, and with distance from the trail edge into
the adjacent forest. However, while Newsome et al (2002) found that horses can pass viable
seeds for 10 days after ingestion, they also referred to monitoring studies in Tasmania which
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concluded that invasive weed species were not successfully germinating from horse manure.
One of the most relevant studies, by Campbell and Gibson (2001), involved the germination of 23
exotic species from horse dung in a greenhouse, but only one of these (a species of Japanese
clover) was able to establish along a trail from horse dung. These authors referred to the “rule of
tens:” typically only 10% of non-native species introduced on a trail may become established, and
only 10% of those may become aggressively invasive. On horse trails, they determined that
many introduced trail-edge exotic species do not survive within the forest interior, due to lower
light intensities or a requirement for disturbed soils as a seedbed.
The potential impacts of horse manure on the Bedwell trail have been rated as low, because the
proponent has indicated that sterilized feed would be used, and the Bedwell trail does not have
the features indicated in the literature which would typically support invasive species spread: 1)
the trail is under a closed forest canopy cover with low light intensities, and 2) horses will only use
road bed or hardened trail surfaces and will not create a seedbed by disturbing the forest floor.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Eventual abandonment or decommissioning of the Bedwell trail would have a net positive impact
on most of the features under consideration in terms of vegetative recovery. Provided that
stream crossing structures are maintained or removed and sufficient restoration works are
employed to stabilize and revegetate disturbed soils, vegetation should re-establish naturally over
a period of < 10 years. Spildie et al (2000) recommend restoration of campsites and corrals by
scarifying soils, adding organic matter, planting “icebergs” (boulders placed so as to discourage
tenting by future hikers), applying mulching material as needed, applying pitch and charcoal to
minimize evidence of tree scarring, and filling tree-wells in flush-cut stumps with soil.
Significance of Impacts
All of the impacts on flora considered above were determined to have low overall significance,
based on a total riparian area impact of less than 1%, or an anticipated recovery to acceptable
conditions in less than 1 year, with the exception of: 1) New trail construction, if employed at any
road wash-out sites, will require clearing of second-growth riparian forest and the recovery to
acceptable conditions would require up to 10 years. 2) Corral site and tent pad construction will
require removal of some of the mature roadside alder and any danger trees. Recovery to
acceptable conditions would require up to 10 years, and 3) Recovery of the trail system as a
whole after abandonment and restoration would take up to 10 years to meet acceptable
conditions.

4.2

Impacts on Fauna

Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5). Please
see specific discussion on Roosevelt elk in a subsequent section.
A review of federally protected species-at-risk and species classified as red or blue-listed under
BC provincial conservation status ranking in the Bedwell valley did not indicate that any such
species have been identified within Park boundaries (other than Roosevelt elk), and none were
observed on the field survey. The only species at risk in the watershed, the red-listed marbled
murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus), is located outside the Park boundaries according to the
provincial Conservation Data Centre (Appendix 4). Marbled murrelet nests have been identified
in the Ursus River valley (outside the park) and in the vicinity of the Ursus and Bedwell River
confluence south of the park boundary. Murrelets typically nest in old growth conifers greater
than 40 metres tall (Accounts and Measures for Managing Identified Wildlife, 2004), but there is
virtually no old growth left in the immediate vicinity of the Bedwell trail. Management strategies for
identified murrelet nests include maintaining suitable nesting habitat, and retaining borders of
maturing forest around identified nests.
Horse use in the Bedwell valley should not require the removal of any old growth trees unless a
danger tree is identified, and any removal of mature or maturing second growth trees for trail
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construction will be negligible. If any old growth trees require removal for safety reasons, a nest
survey should be first completed in the immediate vicinity by a qualified registered professional.
Impacts on other faunal species are rated as low, as the impacts should be of short duration and
small magnitude. Bennet and Zuelke (1999) quoted a 1986 report that birds were generally not
alarmed by people on horseback, and that birds were surmised to perceive only the horse, and
not the person riding. Birds only flushed to avoid trampling. Lanehart (1998) reported that
animals often adapt to change by habituating to disturbance, and that many benefit from
recreational trails because they offer more food, shelter, and easy travel routes. Lanehart
recommended retaining patches of dense vegetation wherever possible along trails and around
campsites to enhance spatial and visual restrictions for sensitive wildlife.
McClaran and Cole (1993) noted a dearth of studies on the impacts of packstock on wildlife, but
inferred some effects based on observations of interactions of feral horses with packstock. They
concluded that the amount of time packstock are present may have more effects on wildlife than
the absolute numbers of packstock, that the location of concentrated grazing is more important
than the overall level of use, and the seasonality of use is important in terms of forage reduction
for wild grazers.

4.3

Impacts on Fish and Fish Habitat

According to an unpublished 1995-1996 study (Mike Wright, M.C. Wright and Associates,
personal communication 2008), the Bedwell River supports a resident population of rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) (above a 5.0 m. vertical barrier, located 6.46 km from the mouth. No
other fish species were identified above this barrier. Downstream from the barrier, all species of
anadromous salmonid fish are present: sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), chinook (Oncorhynchus
tsawytscha, coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch), steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus),
cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki), rainbow trout, Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), and pink
salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, infrequent). The proposed trail upgrade is located entirely
above the barrier.
Habitat quality for resident rainbow trout above the barrier is fairly low to moderate in the
mainstem of the Bedwell River. There is very little stable woody debris structure to provide cover.
M.C. Wright and Associates (unpublished report) noted moderate to good spawning and rearing
habitat interspersed between rapids, but also that there are constant, significant changes to
habitat features after each flood event. The number of rainbow trout captured during the 1995-96
survey was very low, possibly reflecting a low total population (the report speculated that a low
population may be due to high levels of heavy metals and other toxic contaminants known to be
present in the Bedwell River from past mining activities). Mainstem side channels observed in
the present survey appeared to be shifting frequently across broad cobble and gravel bars, and
few of these side channels had stable structural habitat features such as pools, undercut banks,
embedded woody debris, or overhanging riparian vegetation. Tributaries to the Bedwell were
inventoried for fish presence in the M.C. Wright study, and many of the tributaries were found to
have no fish access due to steep gradients at the confluence with the Bedwell. Of those
tributaries with some fish access, the low gradient sections were usually fairly short, with limited
spawning habitat, and were limited at the upstream end by steep gradients and/ or a de-watered
section of channel.
Because these fish-accessible tributary reaches provide some high value off-channel spawning
and rearing habitat for resident rainbow trout, and specifically high water refuge when the Bedwell
mainstem is under full flood, it is essential to prevent or mitigate the impacts of recreational trail
crossings (see discussion below). The existing logging road proposed for the trail upgrade
crosses approximately 33 tributaries in total, and most of these still have failing wood box culverts
in place. Most of the failing culverts are delivering fill material, or sediment, directly into the
streams on an ongoing basis and will continue to do so for many years into the future if left as is.
This fine sediment is deleterious to the rainbow trout population, and especially to any spawning
habitat immediately downstream. Fine sediment may collect in the interstitial spaces among the
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spawning gravels and suffocate fish eggs (Newcombe and MacDonald, 1991). The culverts do
provide some beneficial habitat, as the superstructures provide cover and shade, while the
substructures often create valuable scour pools and provide a substrate for insect larvae and
other food sources for trout.
Trail Construction
Most of the fish-bearing tributary crossings will require culvert replacements, as the existing
culverts are generally unsafe (Stream Crossings Detailed Summary, Appendix 2). Removal of
the failing culverts may cause a minor, temporary input of sediment, but this can be mitigated by
employing sediment control measures and best management practices, as described in the
Ministry of Environment publications “Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works (2004),”
and “A User’s Guide to Working In and Around Water (1999).” Alternatively, the fill could be
removed with the superstructure and/ or the substructure left in place, which would retain habitat
features such as cover, scour, and organic substrate for micro-invertebrates. Either way,
removing the point source of fill sediment from the old culverts will provide a net positive benefit
to fish habitat. Replacement culverts may be installed in place of the removed culverts, or overtop
or beside culverts that are left in place. If the old culverts are left beside new ones, safety
measures such as signage, fencing, or other obstructions should be included to prevent users
from walking on them.
There is one required crossing of the Bedwell River (3+595 to 3+620, Photo Plate 9) and several
sections where the road is completely washed out (Detailed Survey Map, Appendix 1; Traverse
Summary, Appendix 2), and the only feasible option is to walk horses within the river channel for
most of these sections. The river banks are often steep and erodible at the entry and exit points
into the channel, and these sections of riverbank would require armouring or rock gabion
structures to minimize erosion (for example, see 1+255, Photo Plate 4, and 4+674, Photo Plate
12). It was generally observed that the washed-out sections have adjacent gravel bars which are
dry in low summer flows, and these would be suitable for walking with no impact to fish or fish
habitat. These bars are mainly composed of large, rounded cobbles which may pose some
difficulty for horses. Where horses would have to walk in water, such as the river crossing or
road-washouts without gravel bars, there will likely be some sediment generated by the action of
horses’ hooves. The sediment will generally not travel far downstream in low summer flows, and
there was no high value fish habitat noted in any of these sections. The resident elk herd was
observed to utilize the river channel for movement throughout the day, and the net impacts of
additional sediment generated by horses is likely very small, especially if they are restricted to
one or two trips per day. Sediment generation may be mitigated by educating riders to choose a
walking path on the coarser substrates wherever possible, to ride in single file, prevent horses
from wandering up and downstream , and prevent horses from pawing the stream bed. Given
the highly dynamic nature of the river bedload and the instability of the channel features (as
described in Section 1.2: Hydrology), the long term impact on fish and fish habitat is negligible, as
any alterations to the channel substrates apparent after use would be obliterated in the first high
flows. It is recommended that a fisheries biologist review the proposed walking routes in the river
channel at the commencement of each season, to determine whether any high value fish habitat,
especially spawning sites, may have developed in the side channels or mainstem. Alternate
routes or strategies could then be developed accordingly.
Tributaries that are not fish bearing will generally not require culverts or bridges unless these are
needed for safe crossing. Fording is an option, as most of these creeks are high energy systems
with bouldery substrates, or are mostly dewatered in low summer flows and have insufficient
water power to transport fines. Downstream impacts on fish habitat in the Bedwell River would
be negligible even for streams capable of transporting sediment that far, because total sediment
amounts generated should be very small and the dilution factor in the river mainstem would be
considerable. The main sediment source in these streams would be erodible stream banks.
Many of these streams have hardened, bouldery banks but those which do not will require
mitigation by armouring the banks or installing rock gabion structures. Removal of existing
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culverts would be of some benefit to fish habitat and general water quality where culverts are
depositing sediment, but the negative impact of these culverts in situ is not as great as those over
fish-bearing streams. Safety and logistics may be the main consideration in choosing the options
for these culverts.
There are a few fish bearing creeks, such as Noble Creek (9+574; Photo Plate 18), where fording
may be a low impact option. Noble Creek has a very large boulder substrate and very low fish
habitat values between the crossing site and the Bedwell River. Sediment generation by horses
in this creek would be negligible. Other fish-bearing creeks with similar morphology and low
habitat values should be re-assessed at the design stage to determine whether fording is a viable
option, but the default recommendation for fish-bearing creeks is to install new culverts or
bridges.
Trail Operations
Ongoing maintenance of the trail will likely involve works at the stream crossing sites and
adjacent areas, such as culvert repairs, replacements, gravel addition, and clearing of riparian
vegetation. These activities may cause low to moderate impacts on fish habitat if sediment is
generated, but this can be mitigated with sediment control measures and best management
practices for instream works. Overall, routine maintenance practices should be of net benefit to
fish and fish habitat as problems may be identified in an early stage and sediment point sources
treated before unacceptable erosion occurs.
Seasonal horse use of the constructed trail crossings, whether fords or culverts, should not cause
negative impacts on fish if these crossings are properly designed. However, there is a potential
for horse manure and urine to enter aquatic habitats, especially where horses walk within the
river channel. The nitrogen inputs from horse waste are generally much more of a problem in
more arid climates (Larsen, 1989), where eutrophication of streams is exacerbated by livestock
excrement. However, in British Columbia coastal watersheds such as the Bedwell, the
watercourses are usually very oligotrophic due to the high levels of rainfall, general climatic
conditions, and underlying geology. Resident fish populations above anadromous barriers are
often limited by the nitrogen supply to the food chain, as the marine nitrogen provided by
anadromous salmon carcasses is only available below the barriers. In fact, there are programs to
add fertilizer to certain coastal British Columbia streams in order to boost the nitrogen levels in
the food chain (Slaney and Ashley, 1998).
According to visual observations of the channel substrates in the Bedwell River and tributaries,
there is very little moss or signs of macro and micro-invertebrate life forms in the side channel
and off channel reaches, which is consistent with an oligotrophic nutrient regime. It was also
observed that the resident elk population crosses and traverses the river frequently, and the net
impacts of horse manure and urine entering the aquatic habitat should be weighed against the
background continuous inputs from the elk and other wildlife. Nevertheless, efforts should be
made by horse riders to minimize this impact. Horses generally prefer to urinate and defecate
away from open stream channels, but a commercial outfitter may determine that one or more
horses have a tendency to eliminate in streams. Any such horses may be halted well before
stream crossings to encourage elimination, or the horse could be removed from the operation by
the permit holder. Riders should also be educated about traversing through riparian areas
without stopping.
In general, horse use along the trail should consider the timing of activities in relation to rain
events and water levels in the river. If the trail, including some stream bed traverses, is used
during higher water events, the overall risk to fish and water values will increase, as well as
overall safety of horses and riders. One approach to address this would be for the operator to
monitor the relationship between rainfall at the lodge (outside the park) and the delayed water
level increases in the river and therefore manage timing of trips in this way.
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Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
If the Bedwell River trail is upgraded for horse use, there is a potential for abandonment or
decommissioning this activity at some point in the future. The decommissioning process could
include removal of all culvert structures and bridges, with restoration of stream banks and ford
sites, grass seeding, and replanting of riparian vegetation. These activities may cause short term
low impacts on fish and fish habitat, but no long term negative impacts if done according to best
management procedures. Abandonment without any of this activity could cause any level of
negative impact, depending on the amount of fill material or erosion caused by eventual decay
and failure of the un-maintained crossing structures.
Significance of Impacts
The negative impacts of culvert and bridge removal during the construction phase could
potentially impact more than 1% of the tributary stream fish habitat if proper measures are not
taken to prevent sedimentation of the watercourses. The significance of this impact level is rated
as moderate. With mitigation, such as measures described in the Ministry of Environment
publications “Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works (2004),” and “A User’s Guide to
Working In and Around Water (1999),” the significance rating should fall to low (less than 1% of
stream habitat impacted) and the long term effect of removing the sediment sources will be
beneficial. The significance of the impact of removing wood box culvert substructures, which are
currently providing some habitat values to resident fish, is moderate but may decrease to low if
the replacement structures offer similar values. There may also be some opportunities to add
compensatory habitat structures in high value fish streams, such as root wads for fish cover,
during the construction phase.

4.4

Impacts on Water Quality

Trail Construction
The removal of failing wood box culverts may cause temporary and short-lived turbidity to
downstream watercourses. There will be a larger positive effect by preventing ongoing
sedimentation from failures. Protection of streambanks and the river bank with armouring or rockfilled gabions at these crossings will have a net positive effect by decreasing sedimentation from
eroding banks and improving water quality where erosion is occurring. Culverts may cause
sedimentation on installation, but may have a positive benefit of repairing erosion sites and
preventing further erosion by trail users.
Trail Operations
Routine trail maintenance may increase turbidity in downstream watercourses, but there may be
a net positive benefit based on preventative repairs and routine inspections.
Trail horses in recreational areas are generally not an important cause of water quality
degradation from manure-sourced pathogens; of the three major pathogens of concern in U.S
studies, Giardia spp. and Cryptosporidium spp. are rare in horse manure, and the third, fecal
Escherischia coli, is found in far lower densities in horse manure than in many wild mammal
species (Wood, undated).
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5). See
discussion in Section 4.3 regarding potential impacts on fish and fish habitat.
Significance of Impacts
Failing wood box culverts are delivering sediment to downstream watercourses. Removal of all
culvert materials without mitigation may increase local sediment delivery, but the amount of
sediment is negligible (<1%) compared to background sediment levels in the Bedwell River
downstream from the crossings. Mitigation measures as described in the Ministry of Environment
publications “Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works (2004),” and “A User’s Guide to
Working In and Around Water (1999),” will minimize sediment delivery, and prevent any future
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sedimentation from failures. Mitigation reduces the impact rating to low. Removals will generally
improve water quality by removing the sediment source. Installation of rock-filled gabions and
armouring at stream crossings will alter water quality by <1%. Culvert and bridge installation or
repair activities will alter water quality by <1%. Routine maintenance of culverts and bridges may
cause minor sediment inputs, with <1% degradation of water quality.
In general, the overall impacts of the trail construction, operation and abandonment can be
minimized/ mitigated with the benefits to water quality issues or turbidity, etc. being improved
when compared to the current crossing structures that exist in certain locations along the trail.

4.5

Impacts on Elk

Elk in the Bedwell valley are considered separately from other wildlife because they are a bluelisted species with a potential to experience negative impacts. Elk presence in the Bedwell River
valley has been reported since the 1960’s, primarily through verbal communications with local
First Nations (Wilcon Wildlife Consulting, 1996). Most of these reports refer to the lower Bedwell
estuary area and as far up the river as the Noble Creek confluence, and in the Ursus River valley,
but formal inventories were not conducted in the Bedwell. The most recent Ministry of
Environment estimate of the elk population in the Bedwell watershed is 15 animals as of June
2007, based on overview flights. The total number is probably lower than the carrying capacity
of the watershed, which is estimated to be 25 elk, and the main factor limiting the population is
likely predation by wolves (Kim Brunt, Ministry of Environment Senior Wildlife Biologist, personal
communication 2008). Most Vancouver Island elk migrate between three seasonal ranges
(spring, summer, and winter), but some herds are non-migratory, especially those which inhabit
wide riparian zones of floodplains (Brunt, 1990). In the absence of data for the Bedwell, it is
conservatively assumed that the Bedwell Roosevelt elk herd is essentially non-migratory for the
purposes of this study. The extent of available habitat and adequate protection measures are
more restrictive in this case.
Habitat quality for Roosevelt elk in the Bedwell valley was compiled into a biophysical habitat map
(Map 2, Appendix 1), based on vegetation complexes and habitat quality data gathered by
Madrone Consultants for BC Parks (1994). Most of the Bedwell trail is located in vegetation units
with high or very high elk habitat quality. The understory vegetation types normally considered to
provide high quality spring forage for coastal elk herds include deer fern, huckleberry,
salmonberry, skunk cabbage, and sword fern (Becker et al, 1990). All of these species were
noted in abundance on or adjacent to the Bedwell trail.
Becker at al (1990) rated snowpack levels as “shallow” for coastal forests of British Columbia with
elevations less than 300 metres above sea level, where snowpacks are typically less than 30 cm.
deep and ephemeral. Forested stands with canopy covers greater than 60% and tree heights
greater than 3 metres in shallow snowpack areas may provide usable winter habitat with sufficient
thermal cover and forage. These parameters are met or exceeded in the Bedwell valley, and it
may be assumed that the valley bottom provides some or all of the required elk winter range
habitat. Nyberg et al (1990) define the commencement of the elk spring season as the time of
onset for new forage at lower elevations (usually March or April), and the transition to the summer
season as the onset of available forage at higher elevations (usually May). Habitat which
provides spring forage is critical for elk survival, particularly after a winter with deep or late
snowpacks or one which is unusually severe. Winter recovery is a time of high energy demand for
elk, especially for pregnant females and yearling calves.
Summer ranges are usually at higher elevations provided that forage quality is high and sufficient
shade is available for hot days. Non-migratory floodplain elk herds may move to higher
elevations adjacent to the floodplain especially on north-facing slopes. Calves are usually born
on the summer range unless the snowpack is late. Cows will typically move away from highly
visible groups of elk and give birth on flat areas in steeper terrain; using a variety of habitats that
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provide security and sufficient forage. Cows and newborns usually remain in an area
approximating one hectare for some time before returning to the herd, and tend to use the same
calving site from year to year (Brunt, 1990, and personal communication, 2008).
Trail Construction
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5). In
general, the impacts of all aspects of trail construction on elk are low, as the extent of impact is
low, the duration is short-term, and the magnitude low or moderate.
Trail Operations
The impacts of all aspects of trail operations on Roosevelt elk are low, as the extent is low, the
duration short-term, and the magnitude low or moderate; with the exception of horse use of the
trail. This effect is rated as moderate, as the extent is local and the duration may be medium or
long term. Wisdom et al (2004) noted that elk response to horseback riding is the same to their
response to hikers with respect to maximum flight probability (elk flee 65% of the time in either
type of encounter); the flight distance is only slightly higher from horses than from hikers, and the
distance for decline of flight response was greater for horses (more than 750 meters, while elk
had little response to hikers more that 500 metres distant). The authors also noted the flight
responses may decrease if elk become habituated to the presence of horses, but suggested that
radio-collar studies may be required to confirm this. Lanehart (1998) referred to studies on
recreational impacts on wildlife and also reported that animals tend to habituate to disturbances,
and that trail users who stay on trails are far less detrimental to animals than those who stray off
trails. Wisdom et al (2004) also postulated that there may be an energy cost to elk if human
encounters increase the total number of seasonal flight episodes. This cost would be mostly
reflected by a reduction in the storage of body fat storage required for winter survival.
With adequate cover, most Roosevelt elk studied in forested habitats on Vancouver Island use
winter forage within 200 metres of active vehicular roads. Visual screens of vegetation at least
100 meters wide and 3 meters tall, with canopy covers exceeding 60%, appear to provide
sufficient visual cover and security for elk near active roads. While elk do not browse roadside
vegetation to the same extent as deer, usage increases as roads become inactive and fall into
disrepair (Nyberg et al, 1990). Although it is difficult to apply these findings directly to the
potential impacts of horse use on the Bedwell trail, it is apparent that maintaining existing
roadside vegetation as a visual screen and preventing users from straying off the road are
important best management practices. Preventing horses from grazing should also help to retain
quality roadside forage for elk use in the critical spring season.
Mitigation of impacts on elk should also include consistency of trail use with respect to timing and
user behaviour, to reduce stress on elk and habituate the herd to the presence of horse riders. It
is assumed that any proposed horse use in the Bedwell will be restricted to seasonal use from
late spring to autumn, and therefore there should be no significant effects on winter range habitat
or interactions during the winter season. Horse trips into the Bedwell should be conducted on the
same daily schedule as much as possible, with longer breaks at the same time and place from
trip to trip. It is highly unlikely that any elk calving would take place on the lower elevation
floodplain in the vicinity of the road (Brunt, personal communication). If, however, any such
conflicts are identified, mitigative options may include re-routing the trail, restricting the timing of
use until after calving, and/ or closely monitoring impacts as part of an adaptive management
strategy. With these measures, impacts on elk should not exceed the moderate level and should
fall to low as management strategies are implemented and refined.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).
Significance of Impacts
The significance of horse impacts on elk is ultimately low. Horses may compete with elk for
forage, but it is anticipated that <1% of riparian vegetation would be impacted by horse browsing.
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The presence of horses may negatively impact elk by causing stress and a flight response, but
this can be mitigated with rider education, consistent timing of horse trips, seasonal restrictions
(see above), and incorporating any mitigative strategies that may arise from monitoring studies.
Any negative impacts on elk which are addressed with adaptive management should resolve
within one season, and it is not anticipated that there would be unacceptable effects on elk lasting
more than one year.

4.6

Impacts on Geological Features

Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).

4.7

Impacts on Recreation/Hiker Interactions

Trail Construction
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).
Trail Operations
During trail operations, there will be increased interaction between hikers and horse users in
general and more specifically at campsites. There will be a benefit to hikers by improving and
maintaining the overall camping facilities. However, there has been considerable concern raised
in public consultation and stakeholder meetings regarding the proposed use of horses in the
Bedwell and strong opposition voiced by many hikers and other users of Strathcona Park. Many
attendees at these public meetings stated that they did not believe horses belonged in protected
areas regardless of the level of environmental impacts or mitigative measures employed. Hikers
who anticipated using the Bedwell trail or other trails in the park that may be considered for horse
use in the future objected to the potential for environmental and experiental degradation, and
more specifically encounters with horse riders, manure on the trails, odour, and muddy or rutted
trail surfaces. These reactions are common in other protected areas around the world, as
increasing pressures on recreational areas to accommodate diverse users has led to conflict
between groups such as horse lobby organisations, bikers, hikers and others (Newsome et al,
2004). Newsome et al (2002) reported that a strong indicator of potential conflict is feelings of the
appropriateness of horse use in protected areas by all users, and referred to some surveys in
which 60% of respondents indicated that they were not opposed to the introduction of horses into
parks. However, the authors also questioned whether horse riding can be classed as ecotourism,
and concluded that the answer is different all over the world. McCay and Moeller (1986) derived
an average compatibility index (ACI) for surveyed groups of various park user groups, in order to
quantify user responses to encountering other types of users versus members of their own user
group. Their conclusion was that for all the various possible user interactions, hikers had the
least tolerance for meeting horse riders and were generally “not overjoyed” about meeting any
other type of user. Watson et al (1994) also found that hikers disliked horse riders more so than
vice versa, and discovered that hikers resented having to step off the trails to allow horses to
pass. Watson concluded that hikers felt there was a hierarchy or negative status implication
associated with this action. Harding et al (2000) expanded upon this reaction by concluding that
compliance with low-impact camping practices was generally better among all user types when
they perceived that all campers at a site had more or less equal treatment and opportunity.
The interactions between hikers and horse riders along the trail was rated as low due to the short
duration of encounters, and the potential to mitigate negative aesthetic impacts. For instance,
manure along the trail can be removed periodically by the operator, trail erosion and muddiness
can be mitigated with good trail design and maintenance, horse riders can be educated about trail
etiquette and the concerns of hikers, and signs or notices could be posted to advise hikers of the
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timing of horse trips so they can avoid them entirely if desired (a suggestion offered at a 2008
public consultation meeting).
The interaction of hikers and horse riders at campsites was rated as moderate due to the higher
interaction level and difficulty of mitigating these impacts. Negative impacts result from increased
hiker exposure to manure, odour, flies, noise, safety concerns from those who may be fearful of
horses, and the general conflict that may occur between these two user groups. Some potential
mitigation measures which may be employed are: 1) Educate users about low impact camping
and etiquette with bulletin boards at campsites (McCool and Cole, 2000). The authors noted,
however, that horse riders tended to be older and more experienced as campers, and were less
likely to feel the need to read bulletin boards than hikers. 2) Educate users as in 1) with
presentations at group organisations, meetings, fairs, and workshops. 3) Impose a fee or permit
structure for higher impact users to fund maintenance beneficial to all users, and 4) Newsome et
al (2004) recommended that horse riding should only be allowed in parks with best management
practices and a LAC planning framework, both of which could be used to mitigate negative
impacts at campsites.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Final removal of bridges and culverts as part of the decommissioning process will impact hikers
and other recreational users, who will lose safe and feasible means to cross large streams and
canyons. Tent pad removal as part of the decommissioning process will diminish camping
opportunities for hikers. If the trail and related improvements are abandoned, then general
recreation interests will continue to benefit from improved facilitates, until the lack of maintenance
impacts the usability of the improvements (camp locations, trails).
Significance of Impacts
Concentration of hikers and horse riders at campsites would be acceptable to most people. Final
removal of bridges and culverts after abandonment by the proponent would render hiking very
difficult or impossible for most people, and would diminish recreational enjoyment of the valley.
Restoration would require installation of new structures, and is assumed to be unlikely for > 10
years. Hiker enjoyment and recreational opportunities will diminish somewhat after removal of
tent pads and camping facilities. Camping would become more primitive, which is acceptable to
most hikers.

4.8

Impacts on Aesthetics

Trail Construction
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).
Trail Operations
Routine trail maintenance activities may degrade aesthetic quality for hikers who encounter these
activities, but overall the aesthetic quality of the trail may improve with maintenance. The
aesthetic impact of corral sites along the trail is of concern to some members of the public.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).
Significance of Impacts
Routine trail maintenance will require clearing of encroaching vegetation and removal of
windthrow, but <1% of riparian vegetation would be impacted. There may be a minor reduction in
aesthetic value for a short time after brushing activities. Routine maintenance of culverts and
bridges may require some clearing of riparian vegetation.
There may be a minor reduction in aesthetic value for a short time after brushing activities, but
there would be little change and it would be unlikely to cause concern. The use of corrals for
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overnight stays would concentrate horse impacts on vegetation, such as waste and trampling,
with some negative impacts on aesthetics. Restoration to acceptable conditions would take <10
years.

4.9

Impacts on Archaeological Features

Trail Construction
Potential impacts are all deemed to have no interaction as outlined in the Screening Matrix
(Appendix 5).
Trail Operations
There is a very small chance that features of archaeological significance remain after historic
logging activities. The gathering of firewood and other camping activities could impact these
features.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Potential impacts are all deemed to have no interaction as outlined in the Screening Matrix
(Appendix 5).
Significance of Impacts
Current information indicates archaeological sites along Ursus Creek with none along the Bedwell
River (Refer to Appendix 1 Overview Map). There is only a very small chance that any
archaeological features remain after the historic logging and road construction, however,
determining impacts on archaeological features may need to be addressed by conducting
archaeological studies associated with the trail and corral/tenting sites selected.
Frank, John. 2008. Personal Communication. John Frank, Deputy Chief/Councilor, Ahousaht
First Nation.

4.10 Impacts on Cultural Heritage
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5). The
entire proposed trail is located within an area designated as culturally significant according to the
Watershed Planning in Clayoquot Sound Report (Clayoquot Sound Technical Planning
Committee, 2006; see Map 4, Appendix 1), but the areas of highest cultural significance and
historical First Nations use are located in the lower part of the valley south of the park boundary
(John Frank, Deputy Chief/Councilor, Ahousaht First Nation, personal communication 2008).
These cultural features include traditional sacred sites and shrines for whalers, traditional
camping sites, fishing sites and medicinal plant gathering sites. There is little known historical
First Nations use of the upper valley within the park other than for hunting (Frank, personal
communication). In addition, a review of existing and known sites was carried out through
communication with the Archaeology Branch with the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts (email correspondence, July 23, 2008). No sites were identified.
As long as horse use of the roadbed and identified trail, corral and camping locations are adhered
to, impacts to significant archaeological features are not expected.
Through discussions with the Ahousaht and their attendance at related public meetings, it is clear
that they expect meaningful consultation regarding any activities within their traditional territory or
interest area. It is essential that the First Nations consultation process continues throughout any
phases of trail design and construction, in accordance with any consultation guidelines
established for the Clayoquot Sound Technical Planning Committee Bedwell-Ursus-Bulson
planning unit (Clayoquot Sound Technical Planning Committee, 2006). Any cultural heritage
issues which may be identified at a later date by the Ahousaht Band, or by any persons involved
with the trail development process, should be addressed through meaningful consultation.
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4.11 Impacts on Access
Trail Construction
Potential impacts are all deemed LOW as outlined in the Screening Matrix (Appendix 5).
Trail Operations
Horse use may increase access options for those unable to hike. Some hikers may perceive
access to be impeded by potential encounters with horses. Routine trail maintenance activities
may temporarily impede access to hikers, but there may be a net positive benefit of maintaining
good overall access. Tent pads and other camping facilities may increase accessibility to hikers
wishing traversing to or from the interior alpine areas. This would likely be perceived as a
positive impact to most users.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Final removal of bridges and culverts as part of the abandonment process will restrict access to
almost all users. Tent pad removal as part of the abandonment process will make the longer hike
to the park interior alpine less feasible for many hikers however a more primitive camping
experience is also desirable to many.
Significance of Impacts
The impacts on access considered above were determined to have low overall significance with
the exception of the final removal of culverts and bridges. Removal of bridges and culverts after
abandonment by the proponent would eliminate access for most people, and would diminish
recreational enjoyment of the valley. Restoration would require installation of new structures, and
is assumed to be unlikely for > 10 years.

4.12 Impacts of Public Concern
Public consultation meetings were held in Tofino, Victoria, and Courtenay in the spring of 2008
regarding the use of horses in Strathcona Park, and a stakeholder meeting was held in Courtenay
following the public meetings.
Trail Construction
Public concern was demonstrated at a local and regional level for most of the construction
activities proposed for the Bedwell trail. These concerns were determined to be of medium term
and moderate or high magnitude for a significant proportion of the people who attended the
meetings, which rates a moderate ranking in the L2 screening matrix. A moderate rating was
applied to the following construction activities: 1) Removal of culverts and bridges prior to
replacement. 2) New culvert and bridge installation or repair. 3) Corral site construction. 4) Tent
pad construction, and 5) New trail construction. All other construction activities were rated low.
The concerns voiced by members of the public regarding these moderate impact activities
included environmental and aesthetic impacts from vegetation removal and impacts on water
quality. Others questioned whether it was appropriate to permit a private organization to take
responsibility for construction activities in return for a special use permit, and were worried that
this arrangement could be precedent-setting for other commercial applications in B.C. parks if
approved.
Trail Operations
Public concern was demonstrated at a local and regional level for most of the operational
activities proposed for the Bedwell trail. All of the features considered under the operational
category were rated as moderate, based on medium term and moderate or high magnitude public
concern at the local and regional level, with the exception of horse use of the trail. This feature
was rated as high impact due to the long term past opposition and anticipated future opposition
from some members of the public. Two of the features with moderate rating had potentially
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positive impacts for public trail users: 1) Trail maintenance activities conducted by the proponent
will maintain safe access and acceptable trail standards, and 2) the provision of some tent pads
and camping facilities will be of benefit to hikers.
Trail Abandonment or Decommissioning
Abandonment of the Bedwell trail by the permit holder at some point in the future is an eventuality
that was raised by attendees at the public meetings. Final removal of stream crossing structures
was of high concern, as the trail would become virtually inaccessible to hikers. One crossing of
particular interest is a wooden bridge across a canyon in the Bedwell River (the “living bridge”)
which is currently condemned due to safety concerns. This structure would be upgraded under
the proposed horse use permit, but it is uncertain whether this and other crossing structures
would be maintained after abandonment of the permit. The issue is a complicated one, as
members of the public most opposed to the horse use permit were generally also most concerned
about establishing and maintaining hiker access into the future.
Significance of Impacts
The significance of all of the construction-related impacts is low, because the effects could be
acceptable to most users with mitigation, or because restoration to acceptable conditions would
take less than one year. Mitigation includes measures to prevent negative environmental impacts,
and also public education or increasing public awareness of the overall benefits of improving trail
facilities and access for hikers.
Similarly, the significance of operational impacts is low except for two factors. The first is the
issue of allowing horses into any protected areas, which is of substantial concern to some
members of the public. However, with the various mitigative strategies outlined under the
environmental values, the effects should be somewhat acceptable and restoration to acceptable
conditions would take less than 10 years, which results in a moderate significance ranking. The
second factor is the environmental impact of the tent pads and camping areas, which could also
be restored to acceptable conditions in less than 10 years.
The significance of public concern over trail abandonment by the proponent is conservatively
rated as high in terms of the potential for losing trail access, because any future plans to restore
and maintain the trail are uncertain and may take longer than 10 years.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The proposed horse use along the Bedwell River is located on an abandoned logging road bed,
but will likely also require limited use of the river channel and some short sections of new trail
construction. The valley bottom through which the trail runs has been heavily impacted by past
logging and mining, and is subject to ongoing flooding, erosion, and channel instability. It is now
regenerated with second growth mature forest cover, and supports a sizable elk herd. The
biological and physical-chemical impacts of horse use on this trail are generally low to moderate
when screened through the Level 2 Impact Assessment Process, because most of the elements
under consideration have an immediate potential for mitigation, or impacts can be restored to
acceptable conditions in less than one year.
The public consultation process and the L2 screen of social impacts resulted in ratings that are
somewhat higher than the direct environmental impacts. There is a high level of public concern
regarding the appropriateness of horses in protected areas, negativity regarding the interactions
of hikers and horse riders, concern about aesthetics of environmental degradation and issues
such as manure management, and a particular concern about the impact of allowing a private,
commercial operator to have a permit of this nature. These social impacts may be mitigated
through public education, and again through an adaptive management approach where new
concerns are recognized and addressed as they arise during trail operations. There is potential
for this high concern to ameliorate as trail users become aware of the benefits of the proposed
trail upgrades.
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The following table represents a summary of the main activities that will cause the most
significant impacts along with recommended mitigation and or management actions. It is noted
that all impacts are felt to be responsive to mitigation and management strategies.
Activity

Value

Mitigation/Management

Trail construction, crossing
upgrade or construction, tent
and corral construction
Trail construction and crossing
upgrade or construction

Flora

-

Implement vegetation impact limits (extent of impact
in and around structures)

Water quality, fish habitat

-

Implementing
best
management
practices
associated with works in and about a stream,
including the actual works, revegetation measures
Consider use of installing fish habitat structure in
areas of crossing upgrade or construction where
fisheries values warrant
Monitor condition of high risk trail sections and
crossings to manage sediment production
Implement best management practices or
guidelines around corral location (to address
containment) and trail etiquette (to address horse
defecation)
Implement specific strategies to address rider
training, timing of trips, seasonal timing, etc.
Monitor horse-people-elk interaction to identify
modifications to these strategies over time
Implement specific strategies to address the
concentration of recreation users and CWR users,
including education, signage, coordination of use,
etc.
Monitor interaction to identify modifications to these
strategies over time
Implement impact limits for vegetation change
associated with crossings, corral sites, and general
maintenance (clearing)
Consider an archaeological assessment along the
area to be impacted, to remove any concern
regarding impacts
Consider alternatives to crossing removal and trail
decommissioning when this is considered
Implement strategy around education and
communication to address public concerns
Monitor and implement an adaptive management
approach to address current or emergent issues
(environmental and public concern) to demonstrate
an active, collaborative and proactive approach to
the public

-

Trail use

Water quality

-

Trail use

Elk

-

Trail use

Recreation/Hiker
Interaction

-

Trail construction, use and
abandonment/decommissioning

Aesthetics

-

Trail
construction
and
abandonment/decommissioning

Archaeological

-

Trail
abandonment/decommissioning
Trail construction, use and
abandonment/decommissioning

Access

-

Public Concern

-

All impacts are felt to be responsive to mitigation and management, that will likely reduce impacts
to acceptable levels.
If the decision is made to approve Park Use Permit applications regarding horse use in
Strathcona Park, in order to ensure that potential impacts are managed, it is imperative that a
Park Use Permit Management Schedule be put in place at the outset of any trail construction and
associated horse use. This schedule would need to confirm the findings of this EIA screening
and should establish acceptable limits of change for any of the vulnerable environmental features
identified in this process, and establish a monitoring program to track any environmental impacts
which exceed these limits. It is recommended that any Park Use Permit Management Schedule
incorporate compliance restrictions for the permit holder, with revocation of the permit for noncompliance. Adaptive management strategies such as trail re-routing, timing and extent of horse
use, or altering the practices of horse riders should be employed to ensure longer term
management of potential impacts. Any Park Use Permit Management Schedule should also
address the need for a monitoring and compliance program to ensure impacts are mitigated
and/or managed and continuing use is contingent on performance.
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5.1 Criteria
The following criteria are intended to provide high level guidance to the park or protected area
management planning process regarding key biophysical factors that require consideration when
entertaining proposed horse use. These criteria can be used to provide guidance to commercial
interests, public users and protected area managers as zoning and/or new proposals for horse
use are developed, debated and approved or declined.
The following criteria pertain to trails and camp/corral locations and overall trail operations
associated with any horse use proposal
2
- avoid lengthy steep trail grades
- avoid wet soils
- avoid clay or silt dominated soils
- utilize old roads and existing hardened trails where possible
- avoid use of bare soil trails
- do not locate trails in areas where adequate drainage control can not be guaranteed
- avoid areas of conservation importance, ecological sensitivity, high value fish/wildlife
habitat
- use designated horses and sterile feed/feeding
3
- implement controls around horse use to manage risk of impacts
These criteria have been drafted in response to the potential impact of horse use within a given
protected area. Each of these criteria, if not met, will have impacts that can be mitigated to some
extent based on design, construction and operations/timing.
Appendix 7 includes notes developed through a literature review that were specifically used to
develop the above criteria. In addition, findings of the impact assessment process implemented
in Bedwell River valley have also been considered in the development of the above criteria.

2

Use of the word “avoid” refers to a condition that if found should be avoided where practicable.
Impacts can be mitigated where these features can’t be avoided.
3
For the successful implementation of horse use, being able to control the horses used, the
training of riders, the feed used prior to and during their use of the park, etc. will be critical.
Control measures, including the option of performance based permitting processes, should be
implemented.
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APPENDIX 1: MAPS


Map 1 - Bedwell Valley 1:50,000 Overview Map (Archaeological Sites, Conservation Data
Center Species at Risk, Mineral Claims)



Map 2 - Bedwell Valley Biophysical 1:50,000 High and Very High Value Elk Habitat Map



Map 3 - Bedwell Trail 1:15,000 Detailed Survey Maps



Map 4 - Bedwell Ursus Bulson Planning Unit – Culturally Sensitive Area – Ahousaht First
Nation



Map 5 – Stream Crossing/Fisheries Values Map
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APPENDIX 2: DETAILED FIELD ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
General features and information are found in the table below. Detailed information on fisheries
values are found in a subsequent table within this Appendix. These two tables plus associated
photo plates (Appendix 3) represent the data collected in the field.
Chainage

0+000

GPS

Feature

Avulsion beside road; possible
corral area on road

0+192

Start of erosion channel on
road
Road washed out

0+350

Yes

Yes
130 metres

0+380
0+500

Potential corral site

0+500

0+900

Dry flood channel adjacent to
road
Failing WBC requires
replacement
Failing WBC requires
replacement
Side channels adjacent

0+906

Failed WBC over dry channel

13 metres
(stringers)

0+960

Road washed out

60 metres

0+992

End elk trail

1+120

Road washout ends

1+179

Road washed out

1+235

Waterfall

1+255
1+311

Start road bed < 1m remaining
road width
Road washed out

1+423

Road washout ends

1+495
1+745

Road gradient increases to
10% for ~ 50 m.
Dry, armoured swale

1.5 metres

1+915

1x1 WBC

1mx1m

0+700

Photos

Yes
Avulsion poses no concerns.
Corral 40 m wide;
constrained by bluff.

Sufficient gravel bar on near
side
Road washout ends

0+585

Comments

*CW = channel width, WBC =
wood box culvert
You Creek

0+083

0+250

Size or length

Horses would have to walk
on gravel bar on far side of
river.
Horses can re-cross to near
side.
Sufficient roadbed resumes.
Flood-prone from adjacent
stream; possibly unsafe for
tent site.

Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
7 metre CW
6.3 metre CW

Low gradient channel; fish
accessible.
Low gradient channel; fish
accessible.
Bedwell River side channels
likely good fish habitat.
Organic substrate: replace
WBC or construct armoured
ford.
Small elk trail through timber
Horses would have to walk
on gravel bar to 1+120.
Sufficient roadbed resumes.

76 metres

56 metres
112 metres

Horses would have to walk
on gravel bar to 1+255.
Tributary stream not fish
accessible.
Insufficient road bed width,
but horses may walk in ditch.
Deep thalweg on near side of
river. Horses would have to
cross river, or construct trail
through timber.
Full road width resumes.
Road no longer adjacent to
river.

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

1 m fill; could reconstruct, or
Yes
construct armoured ford (not
fish accessible)
2+009
308743,
1x1.5 WBC
1.4 metre CW
1 m fill; could reconstruct, or
Yes
5479748
construct armoured ford if not
fish bearing (fish access
unknown).
WBC=Wood Box Culvert, LHS=Left Hand Side, RHS=Right Hand Side, Cw=Cedar, CMP=Corrugated Metal Pipe,
CW=Channel Width

Forsite
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Feature

Size or length

Comments

Photos

0.5 m

Grouse sighted.

No

2+307

Small swale 0.5 m wide
crossing
Wide area, evaluated for corral

No

2+357

4m wide stream, no culvert

4 metre CW

2+740

Road <10m from river

Too mucky for corral,
insufficient gravel base.
Likely fish-bearing; requires
culvert
Flood-prone area

2+880

Wide area, evaluated for corral

2+960

1x8 failing WBC

6.8 metre CW

3+045

Road washed out

97 metres

3+105

Stream crossing

2.5 metre CW

3+142

Good road bed resumes

3+173

Spur LHS, corral site

3+280
3+380

CMP blown out, inactive
channel
Failed WBC 1x1.5

3+430

Spur LHS; potential corral area

3+595

Bedwell River crossing

3+620

North side Bedwell crossing

3+730

Minor road surface erosion

110 metres

3+790

Landing; potential corral site

50 metres

3+930

Bank erosion

3+952

Road width decreases to 2m

4+105

Road width increases to 6.5m

4+220

Spur road RHS

4+320

Failed WBC

2+123

GPS

Final Report

5 metre CW
1m x 1.5m

20 metres +

Forest floor, insufficient
gravel base.
Very little fill remaining on
stringers: requires
replacement.
Ponded, organic substrate,
low flows.
Deep thalweg on near side of
river. Trail construction
required through timber.
Requires culvert (if construct
new trail).
Steep bank (40%) for 3
metres to access road
Good gravel-based, wide
junction, well above flood
plain.
Channel dry, mossed over
channel bed; inactive.
Possible to ford downstream
from culvert.
Good gravel-based, wide
junction
6 metre drop-off with gentle
grade into river; old bridge
site. Coarse gravels and
cobbles through crossing. No
bridge remains.
Best crossing is at tributary
mouth just upstream from old
bridge site.

Yes
No
No
Yes

No

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

Yes
Gravel-based site.

Yes

Road width decreases to
5.5m, adjacent to river.
Need to remove alder stems
to allow horse passage.
Sufficient road width
resumes.
Note elk damage (photo)

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Failed WBC requires
Yes
replacement; channel fish
accessible.
4+445
Eroded river bank
Bank failure likely to continue. Yes
Elk sighted.
4+501
Road washed out
173 metres
Horses must walk on gravel
Yes
bar: very coarse cobbles.
4+674
End road washout
Signs of previous flooding on
Yes
road.
4+803
Dry creek crossing
1 metre wide
No action required; inactive
Yes
channel likely from flood
overflow.
4+954
Potential corral site
Sand noted on road, likely
Yes
due to prior flooding.
5+132
Plugged WBC 1m x 4m
4 metre CW
Culvert collapsing; required
Yes
upgrade or replacement.
WBC=Wood Box Culvert, LHS=Left Hand Side, RHS=Right Hand Side, Cw=Cedar, CMP=Corrugated Metal Pipe,
CW=Channel Width

Forsite
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Feature

Size or length

Horse use in Bedwell

Comments

Photos

Sufficient width for horses
remainig.
Should be filled in for safety.

No

5+234

Road width decreases

5+767

Minor potholes

5+835

Large creek with past debris
torrent

5+850

End of boulder deposit

5+935

Start of next debris field

5+986

Buried WBC

3 metres

6+017

Plugged WBC

1.5 metres

6+094
6+253

Minor erosion along road from
washout
End of minor erosion

6+470

Mucky section on road

25 metres

Add gravel to harden trail.

No

6+520

1/2 x 11/2 WBC

1.5metre CW

0.7 metre fill; may be
repairable by adding fill.

No

6+590

Minor washout

6+763

Possible corral site LHS

25 m x 40 m

6+770

Sandy section

25 metres

6+995

End sandy section

6+995

Boulder field from washout

7+125

End boulder deposit

7+285

55 metres

7+340

Small tributary washed out;
avulsion
End minor avulsion

7+570

5m wide dry stream channel

5 metres

7+737

Ditchline blow-out

7+855

Large creek with past debris
torrent; dewatered

7+880

Start of avulsion from small
creek torrent
Dry stream crossing

7+937

Creek has torrented and
deposited boulders for 50
metres along mainline.
Channel partly dewatered
due to boulder deposits.

No
Yes

No
No
WBC buried by debris torrent;
de-watered channel.
WBC over dry channel; may
be repaired with geotextile
and additional fill.

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
Yes
Evidence of previous flooding
on road.

No
Yes

30 metres

Boulders from creek debris
torrent. Large creek, channel
>10 m. wide (disturbed from
original channel by debris
torrent).
Trail construction required.
No culvert required;
dewatered.

Yes

No
Yes
No

Channel de-watered by
torrent deposition; no culvert
required.
No environmental concerns;
consider fencing for safety.
No concerns for crossing;
Insufficient water power to
transport fines.

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Channel completely
Yes
dewatered; no crossing
concerns.
8+092
Failing WBC
Small culvert over inactive
Yes
channel; need to repair for
safety reasons.
8+130
Large spruce across road
Large, 80 cm. diameter
No
spruce blocking trail.
8+270
Road narrows
Road narrows to 5 meters;
No
steep drop-off; may require
fence for safety.
8+445
Road overgrown, some
Dry, rocky section with dense
Yes
clearing required
conifer regeneration.
WBC=Wood Box Culvert, LHS=Left Hand Side, RHS=Right Hand Side, Cw=Cedar, CMP=Corrugated Metal Pipe,
CW=Channel Width

Forsite
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Feature

302370,
5419351
302292,
5479354

Collapsing WBC 1x2.5 over
dry creek bed
2x6 WBC

302123,
5479119

Failing WBC

8+820
9+020
9+117

9+405

Final Report

Size or length

Comments
Snags/ wildlife trees.

No

2.5 metre CW

1.5 m fill; requires repair for
safety.
Most stringers are Cw, but
may require repair/
replacement for safety.
May be buried WBC or just
puncheon: repair for safety.
> 10 metres wide, fish
accessible. May be forded (
boulder substrate)
Replace or ford around (not
fish accessible)

Yes

Note Cw snag; wildlife trees

9+574

Noble Creek

9+675

Failing 1x2 WBC

2.4 m CW

9+760

Start minor road erosion

50 metres

9+810

End road erosion

9+924

Small swale, no stream

< 0.5m

301587,
5478626

Inactive, blown out channel,
possible buried WBC.

10+326

301479,
5478537

1m dry channel, possible
buried WBC

10+387

301455,
5478482

10+460

Debris torrent for 120 m along
road
Erosion on road

10+645

Living bridge

.

11+095

Big creek at bend in road

8-9 m CW

11+674

301001,
5477740

Plugged WBC

300987,
5477671
300987,
5477671

Old debris torrent deposition
above road
Failing WBC

Photos

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

10+181

11+606

Horse use in Bedwell

No environmental concerns.

No

Erosion pavement formed
overtop plugged WBC. Can
be used as is.
Repair for safety reasons
(small holes punching
through).
No active water flow,
reconstruct trail for safety.
Erosion has formed 0.7 metre
deep trench; repair for safety.
15 metre+ condemned
bridge: Requires
replacement. May remove all
fill and leave stringers; build
new bridge alongside.
Log bridge is plugged with
stream diverting around
abutment.Need to replace
with 10 m+ span. High
gradient, boulder channel, too
steep to support fish.
Buried WBC with erosion
pavement over surface: can
use as is if safety is ensured:
armoured swale over top.
No concerns

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Unlikely to support fish
Yes
(potential barriers
downstream); could ford
upstream if fish absence
confirmed.
12+368
300686,
1x3 WBC
Inactive channel, water flows
Yes
5477101
subsurface. Repair for safety
or ford around.
12+398
Plugged WBC
Inactive channel. Repair for
safety or ford around.
12+448
300704,
Big creek
5 m CW
No culvert; gradient too steep
Yes
5477011
to support fish (>30%
upstream). Horses may cross
without culvert, but steep
banks require armouring.
WBC=Wood Box Culvert, LHS=Left Hand Side, RHS=Right Hand Side, Cw=Cedar, CMP=Corrugated Metal Pipe,
CW=Channel Width

Forsite
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Detailed information on fisheries values associated with specific crossings are found in a table below. General features and information collected
in the field are found in the preceding table.
Fish
Accessible*

Channel
width (m)

0+000

Photo
Plate
#
1

D5***

Stream
substrate****

Bank ht (cm) , gradient (%)

Bank
Erodibility**

Yes

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0+585

2,3

Yes

7

0+700

3

Yes

6.3

2

5

B,C,G,S

30-80 cm (both banks)

M

1

13

B, C, G

L-M

1

10

O, C,G

East bank<20 cm, west bank
1.2m , 50%
Both banks 200-300 cm, 70%

0+906

3

High water
only

12

1+915

no
photo

No

1

7

8

C, G, S

<150 cm (both banks) , <50%

L-M

2+009

5, 6

unknown

1.4

12

5

C,G,S

<30 cm both banks

L-M

2+357

6

unknown

4

2

4

B, C, G

<50 cm (both banks) , <50%

L

Fish access unknown due to distance from river
(not surveyed).
Banks are cobbly and require little armouring if
forded.
Option 1: Install crossing structure as default.
Option 2: Survey for fish presence and ford if fish
are absent.

2+960

6, 7

unknown

2-8
(variable)

0

mucky

O. S, G, C

<50 cm (both banks) , <50%

H

Stream substrate and banks are mucky; fording
would require considerable armour import
Recommend repairing or replacing culvert
regardless of fish presence or absence.

3+105

7

Yes

2.5-3

0

mucky

O, S

n/a

H

3+280

7, 8

No

5

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

L

Requires crossing structure. Deep channel with
sandy/ organic banks.
Dry, inactive channel, moss-covered. Can use as
is.

Station
(m)

Channel
gradient
(%)
n/a

H

Comments

No crossing prescribed. Proposed trail begins at
this creek.
West bank requires armouring
Crossing is adjacent to a creek that is fish
accessible, but is over a dewatered mucky
section separating a pond from the creek. An
armoured swale crossing would suffice.
Stream is non-fishbearing due to a gradient
barrier. Recommend reconstructing by adding fill
if safe; otherwise may armour banks and ford
around
Fish access unlikely due to high gradient drop to
river.
WBC has 1 meter of fill surfacing. Option 1:
Upgrade culvert by adding fill.** Option 2:
Replace culvert. Option 3: Ford on downstream
side if fish absence confirmed.
If forded, construct hardened**** trail up to road
grade.

*Fish Accessibility based on known Rainbow trout presence in unpublished reports, and gradient or barriers.
**Bank Erodibility based on estimated steepness, soil texture, coarse fragment content, and professional judgement: ranked as L (low), M (medium), or H (high)
*** D5 is the estimated median substrate diameter

Forsite

**** B=Boulders, C=Cobbles, G=Gravel, S=Sand, O=Organic
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Fish
Accessible*

Channel
width (m)

3+380

Photo
Plate
#
8

No

3+595

9

4+320

Horse use in Bedwell

D5***

Stream
substrate****

Bank ht (cm) , gradient (%)

Bank
Erodibility**

1.5

Channel
gradient
(%)
0

n/a

C, G

< 150 cm (both banks), <30%

L

Dry, inactive channel, with failed WBC.
Recommend fording downstream from culvert
(*sandy deposits upstream).

Yes

20+

<5%

15

B, C, G

600 cm, <50%

M

10, 11

Yes

9

1

6

C,G,S

<150 cm (both banks), 60%

H

Bedwell River crossing. Protect banks with
armouring or rock gabions.
Failing WBC unsafe due to holes, and requires
replacement.
East bank is very fine-textured and erodible.

5+132

13

unknown

4

0

n/a

O, G

n/a

H

5+835

13, 14

No

10+

10

15

B, C

>250 cm, >60%

L

5+986

14

No

3+

10

25

B, C

>250 cm, >60%

L

Debris torrent; no crossing structure required and
no erosion concerns. Construct safe access
down banks.
Very difficult to traverse boulders. Trail relocation
may be required.

6+017

14

No

3

7

n/a

B

n/a

L

6+520

No

1.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

L

6+995

no
photo
14, 15

Yes

10+

5

30

B

<100 cm (both banks), <50%

L

7+570

15

No

5

5

12

C, G

L-M

7+855

16

No

3-4

<5

15

B, C, G

East bank 70 cm, west bank 120
cm, <50%
<80 cm (both banks), <50%

Plugged WBC, all water now subsurface.
Recommend adding geotextile and fill for safety.
Small dewatered channel; add fill to WBC for
safety and use as is.
Channel is heavily disturbed with negligible fish
habitat value. Recommend fording
Recommend armouring banks and fording.

7+937

17

No

6-8

<5

15

B,C,G,S

8+092

17

No

4-6

<5

15

B,C

9+020

18

No

2.5

<10

10

C, G

n/a

L-M

Station
(m)

Comments

Recommend upgrade or replace culvert
regardless of fish presence due to organic
substrate.
Debris torrent; no crossing structure required and
no erosion concerns. Construct safe access
down banks.

L

Dewatered creek channel; ford as is.

<50 cm, (both banks), <50%

L

Dewatered creek channel; ford as is.

<100 cm (both banks), <50%

L-M

Recommend repairing culvert with geotextile and
fill, or ford around if unsafe to repair.
Recommend repairing for safety; add fencing of
brow logs onto fill surface to prevent fines from
entering stream. Deep fills 1.5 - 2 m.

*Fish Accessibility based on known Rainbow trout presence in unpublished reports, and gradient or barriers.
**Bank Erodibility based on estimated steepness, soil texture, coarse fragment content, and professional judgement: ranked as L (low), M (medium), or H (high)
*** D5 is the estimated median substrate diameter

Forsite

**** B=Boulders, C=Cobbles, G=Gravel, S=Sand, O=Organic
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Photo
Plate
#
18

Fish
Accessible*

Channel
width (m)

No

9+574

no
photo
18

9+675

Horse use in Bedwell

D5***

Stream
substrate****

Bank ht (cm) , gradient (%)

Bank
Erodibility**

6

Channel
gradient
(%)
<10

18

B, C

<200 cm (both banks), 60-70%

M

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

12-18

12-20

35

B, C

<200 cm (both banks), >70%

L-M

19

No

2.4

20

25

B,C

<100 cm (both banks), >50%

M

10+645

LB

Yes

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

11+095

20, 21

No

8-9

22-30

40

B

200-300 cm (both banks), >70%

L

11+606

21

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

B,C,G

n/a

L-M

11+674

21

No

6

5-25

15

B,C,G

<100 cm (both banks), <30%

L

12+368

21

No

3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

L

12+448

22

No

5

30+

22

B,C

West bank >400 cm, east bank
>200 cm

L

Station
(m)
9+117

9+405

Comments

Most stringers are cedar and the culvert cap is
2.5 metres wide: may require replacement for
safety, but repair should be considered. Fording
is possible but would require extensive
armouring.
No definite channel; may be failing, buried WBC
or just puncheon.
Noble Creek: Recommend fording despite fish
presence, as impacts on fish and fish habitat
would be negligible. Banks require very little
armouring but rock gabions may facilitate horse
access.
Recommend repair existing WBC or ford around.
WBC is unsafe with large holes. Some bank
armouring required.
"Living Bridge" crosses Bedwell River at canyon;
options described In Table 1.
Log bridge has completely plugged, with stream
diverting around washed-out abutment.
Recommend assessing for new bridge crossing
as fording will be very difficult.
Plugged WBC has self-armoured swale overtop;
recommend using as is. No erosion concerns.
Fish barrier downstream. Recommend repairing
or replacing WBC as fording would be difficult.
Banks are cobbly and would require little or no
armouring.
Dewatered channel due to debris torrent.
Plugged WBC. Recommend upgrading for safety
and fording over WBC. No erosion concerns.
Recommend fording; crossing difficult for horses
and hikers. Banks are already well armoured
with boulders.

*Fish Accessibility based on known Rainbow trout presence in unpublished reports, and gradient or barriers.
**Bank Erodibility based on estimated steepness, soil texture, coarse fragment content, and professional judgement: ranked as L (low), M (medium), or H (high)
*** D5 is the estimated median substrate diameter

Forsite

**** B=Boulders, C=Cobbles, G=Gravel, S=Sand, O=Organic
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Photo Plate 1

0+000 You Creek

0+083 Possible corral site

0+192

0+250 road washout

0+350 (1)

0+350 (2)

Photo Plate 2

0+500 (1) Possible corral site

0+500 (2) Possible corral site

0+585 downstream

0+585 east bank.

0+585 WBC (1)

0+585 WBC (2)

Photo Plate 3

0+585 WBC west bank

0+700 east bank

0+700 WBC (1)

0+700 WBC (2)

0+906 Buried WBC

0+992 Road washout (1) looking upstream

Photo Plate 4

0+992 Road washout (2) looking upstream

1+235 Road washout (1)

1+235 Road washout (2)

1+235 Road washout (3)

1+255 End road washout

1+311 Road washout

Photo Plate 5

1+423 Full road width

1+423

1+745

1+915 WBC

2+009 WBC (1)

2+009 WBC (2)

Photo Plate 6

2+009 WBC west bank

2+357 Stream crossing (looking downstream)

2+357 Stream crossing looking west

2+357 Stream crossing, east bank

2+357 Stream crossing, looking upstream

2+960 WBC (1)

Photo Plate 7

2+960 WBC (2)

2+960 WBC (5)

3+105 Bedwell, looking downstream

3+105 Bedwell, looking upstream

3+105 Stream crossing (1)

3+280 CMPs (1)

Photo Plate 8

3+280 CMP's (2)

3+280 CMP's (3)

3+280 CMP's (4)

3+380 WBC

3+380 WBC (2)

3+430 Possible corral site (1)

Photo Plate 9

3+620 Bedwell Crossing (1)

3+620 Dry tributary

3+730 Road surface erosion

3+790 Possible corral site (1)

3+930 Bank erosion

4+220 Elk damage

Photo Plate 10

4+320 Elk tracks

4+320 WBC (2)

4+320 WBC (3)

4+320 WBC (4)

4+320 WBC (5)

4+320 WBC (6)

Photo Plate 11

4+320 WBC (7)

4+320 WBC (8)

0+1924+320 WBC

4+445 Eroded river bank

4+501 road washout

4+674 Bedwell channel (2)

Photo Plate 12

4+674 Bedwell channel

4+674 End road washout

4+674, looking upstream at bluff

4+803 dry creek crossing

4+954 elk tracks, sandy deposits

4+954 Potential corral site

Photo Plate 13

5+132 plugged WBC (2)

5+132 plugged WBC looking downstream

5+132 plugged WBC, looking upstream

5+132 plugged WBC

5+835 (1) debris torrent

5+835 (2) debris torrent

Photo Plate 14

5+835 (3) debris torrent

5+986 (2) Buried WBC from debris torrent

6+017 plugged WBC

6+763 Possible corral site

6+995 debris torrent (2)

6+995 debris torrent

Photo Plate 15

6+995 torrented creek

7+285 boulders from debris torrent

7+285 torrented creek channel (2)

7+285 torrented creek channel

7+570 inactive channel (1)

7+570 inactive channel (2)

Photo Plate 16

7+737 (2) ditchline blow-out

7+855 De-watered creek (torrented) (2)

7+855 De-watered creek (torrented) (3)

7+855 De-watered creek (torrented)

7+855 De-watered creek best crossing site

7+937

Photo Plate 17

7+937 alder blowdown

7+937 looking downstream

8+092 hole in road

8+092 looking upstream

8+092 WBC

8+445 drier site with conifer regen

Photo Plate 18

9+020 collapsing WBC

9+117

9+574 Noble Creek boulder field requires trail
reconstruction

9+574 Noble Creek looking east

9+574 Noble Creek looking west

9+574 Noble Creek.

Photo Plate 19

9+675 (2)

9+675 WBC

9+ 675 looking upstream

10+387 required trail reconstruction

10+387 torrent deposition along road

10+460 erosion channel in road

Photo Plate 20

10+460 erosion channel

10+645 canyon below bridge

10+645 View from Living Bridge

10+ 645 Living Bridge

11+095 (2)

11+095 Abutment washed out

Photo Plate 21

11+095 plugged bridge

11+095

11+606 plugged WBC

11+674 looking downstream

11+674 WBC

12+368 plugged WBC, inactive channel

Photo Plate 22

12+448 (2)

12+448 large creek with no culvert
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File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:

1 of 30

Values
Flora i
(general)

Fauna ii
(general)

Culvert and bridge removals prior to
replacement

L

L

Streambank and river bank armouring
or gabion basket installation

L

Culvert and bridge installation or
repair

L

Corral site construction

M7

Tent pad construction

M8

Construction (Improvements for horse
use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

Fish iii
Rainbow and
Cutthroat
trout)

General iv
Water
Quality

M +1

M +2

3

M+

4

M+

6

Elk v (Blue- Geological vi
listed
features
species)

Interactions and Effects:

New trail construction (off road)

Trail hardening (gravel and geotextile/
geogrid installation)

L

L

L
M+

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L
L

L+
M+

L

L

L

L+

L

L

M9
L

5

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Construction (Improvements for horse use
of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

2 of 30

Values
Recreationvii Aestheticsviii
/Hiker
Interactions

Archaeo- Cultural
logical ix Heritage x

Access xi

Public Concern
xii

(including
setting of
precedence)

Interactions and Effects:
Culvert and bridge removals prior to
replacement

L

L

L

Streambank and river bank armouring or
gabion basket installation
Culvert and bridge installation or repair

L

L

L+

L

L

L+

M11

Corral site construction

L

L

L

M12

Tent pad construction

L

L

L

M13

New trail construction (off road)

L

L

L+

Trail hardening (gravel and geotextile/
geogrid installation)

L

L

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

M10

L

M14

L

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Operations
(Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

3 of 30

Values
Flora
(general)

Fauna
(general)

Fish
Rainbow and
Cutthroat
trout)

General
Water
Quality

Elk (Bluelisted
species)

Geological
features

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

M17

L

M+18

M+19

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

M22

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Interactions and Effects:
Horse use of trail
Horses walking in or across river
Trail maintenance

M15

Horse urine and manure inputs

M16

L

L
L

L

M20

Manure disposal
Corral sites
Sterilized horse feed
Tent pads/ camping

M21

M23

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:

Page:

Values
Recreation/
Hiker
Interactions

Aesthetics

Archaeological

Cultural
Heritage

Horse use of trail

L

L

L

L

Horses walking in or across river

L

L

L

Operations
(Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

4 of 30

Access

Public Concern
(including
setting of
precedence)

Interactions and Effects:
M+24

H25

M26
Trail maintenance

L+

Horse urine and manure inputs

L

L

Manure disposal

L

L

Corral sites

L

Sterilized horse feed
Tent pads/ camping

M+27

M32

L

M+28

M30
M31

L

M33

L

M+35

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

L

M+29

M34

M36

M+37

M+38
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BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Abandonment (Horse use of Bedwell
Trail)

Page:

Values
Flora
(general)

Fauna
(general)

Fish
Rainbow and
Cutthroat
trout)

General
Water
Quality

Elk (Bluelisted
species)

L

L

L

L

Interactions and Effects:
Final removal of culverts and bridges
M+39
Corral Sites

L

L

L

L

L

L

M+40
Tent pad removal

5 of 30

M+41

Trail restoration works
M+42

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Geological
features
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BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: A. Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Abandonment
(Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

6 of 30

Values
Recreation/
Hiker
Interactions

Aesthetics

Archaeological

Cultural
Heritage

Access

Public Concern
(including
setting of
precedence)

M44

M45

Interactions and Effects:
Final removal of culverts and bridges
Corral Sites
Tent pad removal
Trail restoration works

M43

L

M46

L

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

L

L

L
L
L

M47

L
L

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: B. Significance Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Construction (Improvements for horse
use of Bedwell Trail)

Values
Flora
(general)

Fish
Rainbow
and
Cutthroat
trout)

General
Water
Quality

Public
Concern
(including
setting of
precedence)

M-L48
M-L53

L49
L51
L54

L50
L52
L55

L56

L57

L58

L59

Interactions and Effects:
Culvert and bridge removals prior to
replacement
• removal of fill
• removal of superstructures
• removal of substructures
Streambank and river bank armouring
or gabion basket installation
Culvert and bridge installation or
repair
Corral site construction

L61

L60
M-L62

Tent pad construction

L63

L64

New trail construction (off road)
• vegetation cleared
• trail hardening

M65
L67

M-L66

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report
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File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: B. Significance Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Operations
(Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

8 of 30

Values
Flora
(general)

Fish
Rainbow
and
Cutthroat
trout)

General
Water
Quality

Elk (Bluelisted
species)

Recreation/
Hiker
Interactions

Aesthetics

Interactions and Effects:
Horse use of trail
• browsing and preventing
ingrowth
• horse presence effects on elk
Trail Maintenance
• clearing of ingrowing
vegetation
• culvert/ bridge maintenance
Horse urine and manure inputs
• chemical effects on flora
Manure disposal
• disposal of manure off-road
Corral sites
• browsing and concentration
of horse waste and trampling
Tent pads/ camping
• increased human presence,
firewood gathering

L68

L69
L70

L71

L72
L73

L74

L75

L76
L77
M78

M80

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report
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File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: B. Significance Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Operations
(Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

Values
Archaeological

Access

Public Concern
(including setting of
precedence)

Interactions and Effects:
Horse use of trail
• access concerns for hikers and horse riders
• Allowing horses into protected area
Horses walking in or across river
• concerns about water quality and fish impacts due
to sedimentation
Trail maintenance
• interruptions to trail users during maintenance
• construction activities, including transport of
construction materials
Horse urine and manure inputs
• concerns about impacts on vegetation and water
quality
Manure disposal
• concerns about roadside disposal, invasive species
seeds in manure
Corral sites
• concerns about concentration of horses and the
impacts on water quality, vegetation, and wildlife
Sterilized horse feed
• concerns about invasive species
Tent pads/ camping
• concentrated human presence, trampling off-road
to gather firewood
• priority camping for horse users

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report
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L82
M83

L84
L85

L86

L87

L88

L89

L90

L91
L92
L93

M94
L95

L96

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: B. Significance Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Phase:
Abandonment (Horse use of Bedwell Trail)

Page:

Values
Flora
(general)

Recreation/
Hiker
enjoyment

Access

Public
Concerns
(including
setting of
precedence)

H98

H99

H100

L103

L104

Interactions and Effects:
Final removal of culverts and bridges
• clearing of vegetation required
for removal
• quality of trail after removal of
structures
Corral Sites
• vegetation recovery on heavily
trampled corral site and
potential change in species
composition
Tent pad removal
• vegetation recovery after pad
removal and potential change in
species composition
• camping facilities diminished
Trail restoration works
• vegetation recovery after
restoration of trail and cessation
of horse use and potential
change in species composition

L97

L101

L102

M105

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report
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File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report:
C. Cumulative Effects Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Effects Due to Action
Under Review

Page:

Other Actions
Improved
access to
Strathcona
Park interior

Facilitation
of boat
transport to
Tofino
(Ahousaht
proposal)

Proposed
new trail
connecting
Bedwell
Trail to
Ahousaht
reserve lands

Increased
horse use
beyond
current PUP
applicant

Value: Flora
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

M106
L

L
L

Value: Fauna (terrestrial)
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

M107
L

L

Value: Fish
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

L

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

L
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File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report:
C. Cumulative Effects Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Effects Due to Action
Under Review

Page:

Other Actions
Improved
access to
Strathcona
Park interior

Facilitation
of boat
transport to
Tofino
(Ahousaht
proposal)

Proposed
new trail
connecting
Bedwell
Trail to
Ahousaht
reserve lands

Increased
horse use
beyond
current PUP
applicant

Value: Water Quality
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

L
L

Value: Elk
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

M108
L

L

Value: Recreation/ Hiker enjoyment
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

12of 30

L

L

L

L

File No.:
BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report:
C. Cumulative Effects Screening Matrix
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Effects Due to Action
Under Review

Page:

Other Actions
Improved
access to
Strathcona
Park interior

Facilitation
of boat
transport to
Tofino
(Ahousaht
proposal)

Proposed
new trail
connecting
Bedwell
Trail to
Ahousaht
reserve lands

Increased
horse use
beyond
current PUP
applicant

L
L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L
L
L

Value: Aesthetics
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:
Value: Access
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:
Value: Public Concern
Sensory Disturbance
Contaminant Transport
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
Viewshed Degradation
Experiential Degradation
Other:

13 of 30

M109
L
L

L

File No.:
BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

i
ii
iii

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Site assessment determined potential for impacts on terrestrial
flora.
Site assessment determined potential for impacts on terrestrial
fauna.
Site assessment and review of previous fish assessment reports
determined potential for impacts on fish.

iv

Site assessment and public consultation determined potential for
impacts on water quality.

v

Site assessment determined potential for impacts on elk (bluelisted species). Elk are treated separately from other wildlife due
to the blue-listed status and the higher impacts specific to horse
presence.
Site assessment and air photo review determined potential for
impacts on geological features.
Concerns raised at public consultations and by BC Parks officials
regarding recreation impacts, hiker interactions with horse riders,
and hiker enjoyment.
Concerns raised at public consultations regarding aesthetics.

vi
vii

vii

ix

Concerns raised at public consultations regarding impacts on
unrecorded archaeological features.

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Page:
Data
Source

Professional
knowledge
Professional
knowledge
Professional
knowledge,
MC Wright
unpublished
report
Professional
knowledge,
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Professional
knowledge

Professional
knowledge
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008

14 of 30
Reliability
of Data*

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Page: 15 of 30
Data
Source

x

Concerns raised at public consultations regarding traditional First
Nations land use and cultural heritage.

xii

Site assessment and public consultations regarding access.

xii

Public concern over horse use in protected areas raised at public
consultations and by BC Parks officials.

1

Removal of failing wood box culverts may cause temporary
sediment delivery to fish-bearing waters. There will be a larger
positive effect by preventing ongoing sedimentation from failures.

2

Removal of failing wood box culverts may cause temporary
tubidity to downstream watercourses. There will be a larger
positive effect by preventing ongoing sedimentation from failures.

Professional
knowledge

Good

3

Protection of streambanks and the river bank with armouring or
rock-filled gabions will have a net positive effect of decreasing
sedimentation from eroding banks, with a minor change to
streambank fish habitat.
Protection of streambanks and the river bank with armouring or
rock-filled gabions will have a net positive effect of decreasing
sedimentation from eroding banks and improving water quality
where erosion is occurring.
“Fish-friendly” culverts may cause sedimentation on installation,
but may have a positive benefit of improving habitat and
providing cover for resident salmonids.

Professional
knowledge

Good

Professional
knowledge

Good

Professional
knowledge

Good

4

5

Public
Consultation
process 2008
Professional
knowledge,
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Professional
knowledge

Reliability
of Data*

Good

6

Culverts may cause sedimentation on installation, but may have a
positive benefit of repairing erosion sites and preventing further
erosion by trail users.

Professional
knowledge

Good

7

Corral Site construction will require destruction of vegetation.

Professional
knowledge

Good

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

8

Corral Site construction will require destruction of vegetation.

9

New trail construction through timber where road is washed out
will require destruction of vegetation.
Public concern expressed through consultation process regarding
impacts of bridge and culvert removals, especially by private
organization rather than BC Parks.
Public concern expressed through consultation process regarding
impacts of bridge and culvert installations, especially by private
organization rather than BC Parks.
Public concern expressed through consultation process regarding
impacts of corral site construction, especially by private
organization rather than BC Parks.
Public concern expressed through consultation process regarding
impacts of tent pad construction, especially by private
organization rather than BC Parks.
Public concern expressed through consultation process regarding
impacts of new trail construction, especially by private
organization rather than BC Parks.
Horse use of trail may affect road-side vegetation by horse
grazing and trampling if horses venture off the trail.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Elk may be affected by presence of horses: potential stress on
herd and fragmentation of elk movement corridors.

17

Routine trail maintenance may require clearing of vegetation.

18

Routine trail maintenance may cause sedimentation to fish
habitat, but there may be a net positive benefit of preventative
repairs and routine inspections.

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Page: 16 of 30
Data
Source

Reliability
of Data*

Professional
knowledge
Professional
knowledge
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Professional
knowledge

Good

Professional
knowledge,
literature
review
Professional
knowledge
Professional
knowledge

Good
unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

Fair

Fair

Good
Good

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

19

20

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Routine trail maintenance may increase turbidity in downstream
watercourses, but there may be a net positive benefit of
preventative repairs and routine inspections.
Horse urine and manure may impact vegetation or alter species
composition due to nitrogen increases and chemical toxicity to
some plants.

21

Manure disposal on forest floor adjacent to road may impact
vegetation or alter species composition due to nitrogen increases
and chemical toxicity to some plants.

22

Concentration of horses over space and time at corral sites may
adversely impact vegetation due to trampling, grazing, urine and
manure inputs.
Tent pads and camping activities will increase and concentrate
human presence, with a local increase in vegetation trampling,
and firewood gathering.
Horse use may increase access options for those unable to hike.
Some hikers may perceive access to be impeded by potential
encounters with horses.
Allowing horses into protected areas in general, and the Bedwell
Valley in particular, is of concern to many members of the public.
Concerns also raised about the exclusive horse use by the permit
holder.
Allowing horses to walk in the Bedwell River is of concern to
many members of the public.

23

24

25

26

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Page: 17 of 30
Data
Source

Reliability
of Data*

Professional
knowledge

Good

Professional
knowledge,
literature
review
Professional
knowledge,
literature
review
Professional
knowledge

Fair

Fair

Good

Professional
knowledge

Good

Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008

Good

Public
Consultation
process 2008

Good

Good

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

27

Routine trail maintenance activities may degrade aesthetic quality
for hikers who encounter these activities, but overall the aesthetic
quality of the trail may improve with maintenance.

28

Routine trail maintenance activities may temporarily impede
access to hikers, but there may be a net positive benefit of
maintaining good overall access.

29

Relying on a private organization to maintain the trail is of
concern to some members of the public, and there is concern
about the methods and materials to be used. There has also been
concern expressed about precedence setting in using private funds
for park maintenance.
The environmental and aesthetic effects of manure and urine
inputs to the trail system are of concern to some members of the
public.
The environmental impact of disposing manure adjacent to the
trail is of concern to some members of the public.

30

31

32

The aesthetic impact of corral sites along the trail is of concern to
some members of the public.

33

The permitting of corral sites, and the implications for longer
horse trips and environmental effects, are of concern to some
members of the public. There is also concern about the exclusive
right of the permit holder to construct and use a corral.
There is concern from some members of the public about the
reliability of using sterilized feed to prevent the spread of nonnative plants.

34

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Page: 18 of 30
Data
Source

Reliability
of Data*

Professional
knowledge,
interview with
J. Caton
(proponent)
Professional
knowledge,
interview with
J. Caton
(proponent)
Public
Consultation
process 2008

Good

Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008

Fair

Public
Consultation
process 2008

Good

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

35

36

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

There will be increased interaction between hikers and horse
users at campsites. The permit holder will have guaranteed access
to some of the tent pads. There may be a benefit to hikers by
improving camping facilities overall.
There is a very small chance that culturally modified woody
debris of archaeological significance remains after historic
logging activities. The gathering of firewood and other camping
activities could impact these features.

37

Tent pads and other camping facilities may increase accessibility
to hikers wishing traversing to or from the interior alpine areas.
This would likely be perceived as a positive impact to most users.

38

There is concern from some members of the public about the
availability of camping facilities, as the proponent will have
guaranteed access to some of the tent pads. There is also concern
about the precedence setting of exclusive rights to a permit
holder. There may be a benefit to hikers by improving camping
facilities overall.

39

Removal of culverts and bridges as part of the abandonment
process may have a net positive effect on vegetation in riparian
areas, which will re-establish at the removal sites. The resulting
reduction in hiker use will also permit vegetation to encroach on
the road surface.
Abandonment of the corral sites may have a net positive effect on
vegetation, which will re-establish naturally.
Tent pad removal and abandonment of the camping sites may
have a net positive effect on vegetation, which will re-establish
naturally.

40
41

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report

Page: 19 of 30
Data
Source

Reliability
of Data*

Public
Consultation
process 2008,
CWR proposal
Public
Consultation
process 2008,
Professional
knowledge
Public
Consultation
process 2008,
BC Parks
officials.
Public
Consultation
process 2008,
Interview with
J. Caton
(proponent)
Professional
knowledge

Fair

Professional
knowledge
Professional
knowledge

unknown

Good

Good

Good

Good
Good

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
Name of Action:
Proponent:
Review Date (s):
Audit
#

42

43

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Trail restoration works undertaken as part of the abandonment
process may have a net positive effect on vegetation, which will
re-establish naturally. Re-vegetation may also be enhanced by
planting and seeding with native species.
Final removal of bridges and culverts as part of the abandonment
process will impact hikers and other recreational users, who will
lose safe and feasible means to cross large streams and canyons.

44

Final removal of bridges and culverts as part of the abandonment
process will restrict access to almost all users.

45

There is public concern that access maintenance will depend on
private funding, and that access will be lost if privately owned
bridges are removed.
Tent pad removal as part of the abandonment process will
diminish camping opportunities for hikers.

46

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process Level 2, Detailed Screen Report
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Data
Source

Reliability
of Data*

Professional
knowledge

Good

Public
Consultation
process 2008,
Interview with
J. Caton
(proponent),
BC Parks
officials
Public
Consultation
process 2008,
Interview with
J. Caton
(proponent),
BC Parks
officials
Public
Consultation
process 2008
Public
Consultation
process 2008

Good

Good

Fair

Good

File No.:

BC Parks Impact Assessment Process
Level 2, Detailed Screen Report: D. Audit Record
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50

Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Tent pad removal as part of the abandonment process will make
the longer hike to the park interior alpine less feasible for many
hikers.
Failing wood box culverts are delivering sediment to fish-bearing
waters, with 1-10% of tributary stream habitat being impacted.
Removal without mitigation may increase sediment delivery.
Mitigation measures as described in Standards and Best Practices
for Instream Works, and A User’s Guide to Working In and
Around Water, will minimize sediment delivery, and prevent any
future sedimentation from failures. Mitigation reduces the impact
rating to low. Removals will generally improve fish habitat by
removing sediment source, and recovery should be complete in
one salmonid generation.
Failing wood box culverts are delivering sediment to downstream
watercourses. Removal of all culvert materials without mitigation
may increase local sediment delivery, but the amount of sediment
is negligible (<1%) compared to background sediment levels in
the Bedwell River downstream from the crossings. Mitigation
measures as described in Standards and Best Practices for
Instream Works, and A User’s Guide to Working In and Around
Water, will minimize sediment delivery, and prevent any future
sedimentation from failures. Mitigation reduces the impact rating
to low. Removals will generally improve water quality by
removing the sediment source.
There is public concern about environmental impacts resulting
from all phases of culvert removal, but with mitigation, the results
should be acceptable to most people.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Failing wood box culverts are delivering sediment to downstream
watercourses. Removal of all culvert materials without mitigation
may increase local sediment delivery, but the amount of sediment
is negligible (<1%) compared to background sediment levels in
the Bedwell River downstream for the crossings. Mitigation
measures as described in Standards and Best Practices for
Instream Works, and A User’s Guide to Working In and Around
Water, will minimize sediment delivery, and prevent any future
sedimentation from failures. Mitigation reduces the impact rating
to low. Removals will generally improve water quality by
removing the sediment source.
There is public concern about environmental impacts resulting
from all phases of culvert removal, but with mitigation, the results
should be acceptable to most people.

Removal or culvert substructures without mitigation may impact
fish habitat, as sill logs may provide valuable cover for salmonids
and removal may cause sedimentation. Mitigation measures as
described in Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works,
and A User’s Guide to Working In and Around Water, will
minimize sediment delivery, and measures may be implemented
to compensate for habitat loss. Mitigation reduces the impact
rating to low, as recovery of the value may be complete in one
salmonid generation.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Failing wood box culverts are delivering sediment to downstream
watercourses. Removal of all culvert materials without mitigation
may increase local sediment delivery, but the amount of sediment
is negligible (<1%) compared to background sediment levels in
the Bedwell River downstream for the crossings. Mitigation
measures as described in Standards and Best Practices for
Instream Works, and A User’s Guide to Working In and Around
Water, will minimize sediment delivery, and prevent any future
sedimentation from failures. Mitigation reduces the impact rating
to low. Removals will generally improve water quality by
removing the sediment source.
There is public concern about environmental impacts resulting
from all phases of culvert removal, but with mitigation, the results
should be acceptable to most people.

Installation of rock-filled gabions and armouring at stream
crossings will impact <1% of productive salmonid habitat.
Installation of rock-filled gabions and armouring at stream
crossings will alter water quality by <1%.
Culvert and bridge installation or repair activities should impact
<1% of productive salmonid habitat, but if 1% is exceeded,
complete recovery will occur within one salmonid generation.
Culvert and bridge installation or repair activities will alter water
quality by <1%.
Culvert and bridge installation or repair activities will have results
acceptable to most people.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Corral site construction will impact <1% of riparian corridor
vegetation.
Some public concern has been expressed about the environmental
impacts of corral site construction, and the precedence of private
corrals in protected areas. Mitigation by restricting corral sites to
road surfaces by stationing horses perpendicular to the road may
reduce the impact rating to low.
Tent pad construction will impact <1% of riparian corridor
vegetation.
Some public concern has been expressed about the environmental
impacts of tent pad construction, and the precedence of private
tent pads in protected areas. Improved camping facilities overall
would likely make tent pad construction acceptable to most
people.
New trail construction to bypass some road washouts will require
clearing of second growth timber and shrubs, with potentially
more than 1% of the riparian corridor vegetation affected.
Restoration to acceptable conditions would take <10 years.
Some public concern has been expressed about the environmental
impacts of new trail construction. Restoration to acceptable
conditions would take <10 years. Mitigation by increasing public
awareness of the trail and access improvements could be
acceptable to most people, and reduce the rating to low.
New trail construction to bypass some road washouts will require
trail hardening measures such as adding gravel, installing geogrid,
or planking, with potentially more than 1% of the riparian
corridor vegetation affected. Trail hardening measures would
likely be acceptable to most people.
Horses on the trail will prevent vegetation ingress on to road to
some extent, and there is likely to be come grazing or browsing of
roadside vegetation. Affected vegetation will be <1% of riparian
corridor flora.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Destruction of vegetation by horses could reduce forage for elk,
but the anticipated impact would affect <1% of riparian
vegetation.
The presence of horses and encounters with horses may
negatively impact elk, but mitigation efforts such as ensuring
consistent behaviour and timing of horse trips, and incorporating
management strategies emerging from monitoring studies, will
facilitate complete recovery. Restoration to acceptable conditions
is expected to be less than one year.
Routine trail maintenance will require clearing of encroaching
vegetation and removal of windthrow, but <1% of riparian
vegetation would be impacted.
Routine trail maintenance will require clearing of encroaching
vegetation and removal of windthrow, but <1% of riparian
vegetation would be impacted. There may be a minor reduction
in aesthetic value for a short time after brushing activities.
Routine maintenance of culverts and bridges may cause minor
sediment inputs to fish habitat, and some clearing of riparian
vegetation may also occur. The expected impacts would affect
<1% of fish habitat, and recovery would be complete if mitigation
measures are used as described in Standards and Best Practices
for Instream Works, and A User’s Guide to Working In and
Around Water.

Routine maintenance of culverts and bridges may cause minor
sediment inputs, with <1% degradation of water quality.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Routine maintenance of culverts and bridges may require some
clearing of riparian vegetation. The expected impacts
There may be a minor reduction in aesthetic value for a short time
after brushing activities, but there would be little change and it
would be unlikely to cause concern.
Horse urine and manure impacts along the trail may have some
effects on vegetation adjacent to the road. Impacted vegetation
would total <1%, recovery is likely to be complete or partial, and
restoration would take <1 year.

77

The proponent anticipates gathering manure from the road surface
and disposing of it on the forest floor adjacent to the road.
Impacted vegetation would total <1%, recovery is likely to be
complete or partial, and restoration would take <1 year.

78

The use of corrals for overnight stays would concentrate horse
impacts on vegetation such as waste and trampling. Restoration to
acceptable conditions would take <10 years.
The use of corrals for overnight stays would concentrate horse
impacts on vegetation such as waste and trampling, with some
negative impacts on aesthetics. Restoration to acceptable
conditions would take <10 years.

79

80

81
82

83

Increased human presence at designated campsites would impact
vegetation through trampling and firewood gathering, and
restoration would take 1-10 years.
Concentration of hikers and horse riders at campsites would be
acceptable to most people.
Concerns about hiker access being impeded by horse rider groups
have been raised at public meetings, but are acceptable to most
people giver the overall improvement in access for all users.
There is public concern over the issue of allowing horses into any
protected areas, and into the Bedwell valley in particular. The
effect could be acceptable to most users or somewhat acceptable
if environmental impacts are mitigated, and the restoration to
acceptable conditions would take <10 years.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

There is public concern about impacts to water quality and fish
habitat due to horses walking in the river. Restoration to
acceptable conditions would occur within hours or days of horse
traverse under most circumstances, and the impacts would be
negated annually under winter floods.
Routine trail maintenance such as culvert repairs may cause
temporary access impediments which would be acceptable to
most people, as long as access is not cut off entirely without
warning.
Interruptions to trail users during trail maintenance activities
would be acceptable to most people.
Routine trail maintenance construction activities may cause
temporary access impediments which would be acceptable to
most people, as long as access is not cut off entirely without
warning.
Construction activities related to trail maintenance would be
acceptable to most people.
Horse urine and manure inputs are a concern to people at public
consultation meetings, but restoration to acceptable conditions
would take <1 year.

90

There is public concern regarding final disposal of manure in the
park, but restoration to acceptable conditions would take <1 year.

91

There is public concern regarding the environmental impacts of
corrals, but with mitigation such as using only hardened road
surface for corral sites, corrals should be acceptable to most
people.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

92

There is public concern that sterilizing horse feed will not prevent
the introduction of non-native flora, but the results should be
acceptable to most people if monitoring studies indicate no
invasion of non-native flora.

93

Concerns about impacts on archaeological features may be
addressed by conducting archaeological studies. There is only a
very small chance that any archaeological features remain after
the historic logging.

94

There is public concern regarding the environmental impacts of
designated camping areas, and a greater concern about the private
funding of the camping facilities. These issues may be somewhat
acceptable if the camping experience is enjoyable to most users,
and restoration to acceptable conditions after abandonment by the
proponent would take <10 years.
The reservation of some of the tent pad sites for horse riders may
be perceived as restricting access to hikers, but this should be
acceptable to most people as the number of hikers requiring these
tent pads is likely to be low. Restoration to acceptable conditions
would immediately follow an end or change to the permit.
There is public concern regarding the private funding of the
camping facilities, and the priority camping for horse riders.
These issues may be acceptable to most people if the camping
experience is enjoyable to most users, and restoration to
acceptable conditions would immediately follow an end or change
to the permit
Impacts on vegetation due to final culvert and bridge removal may
affect <1% of riparian vegetation.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Final removal of bridges and culverts after abandonment by the
proponent would render hiking very difficult or impossible for
most people, and would diminish recreational enjoyment of the
valley. Restoration would require installation of new structures,
and is assumed to be unlikely for > 10 years.
Final removal of bridges and culverts after abandonment by the
proponent would eliminate access for most people, and would
diminish recreational enjoyment of the valley. Restoration would
require installation of new structures, and is assumed to be
unlikely for > 10 years.
There is public concern regarding the private ownership of
bridges and culverts, and concern that the proponent may
ultimately abandon the trail without ensuring a viable trail
remains. Restoration would require installation of new structures,
and is assumed to be unlikely for > 10 years.
Vegetation recovery on corral sites following abandonment would
be complete with mitigation, such as replanting. Acceptable
restoration with shrubs and grass seeding would take <1 year,
providing that corrals are located on gravel road surfaces.
Restoration to seral species is acceptable on the roadbed.
Vegetation recovery on tent pad sites and campsites following
abandonment would be complete with mitigation, such as
replanting. Acceptable restoration with shrubs and grass seeding
would take <1 year. Restoration to seral species is acceptable on
the roadbed.
Hiker enjoyment and recreational opportunities will diminish
somewhat after removal of tent pads and camping facilities.
Camping would become more primitive, which is acceptable to
most hikers.
Access will diminish slightly after removal of tent pads and
camping facilities, as the hike into or from the interior of the park
would become less feasible. Camping would become more
primitive, which is acceptable to most hikers.
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Proposed Trail Upgrade For Horse Use In Bedwell Valley
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort/ BC Parks
May 30-June 2, 2008

Assumptions, Evidence, Data, Rationale

Vegetation recovery after restoration of the entire trail upon
abandonment would take from 1-10 years, assuming that there is
some new trail construction through timbered areas when the
proponent develops horse access.
Upgrading the Bedwell trail may increase the number of hikers
accessing the interior alpine areas. Increased trail use may cause
a small cumulative detrimental impact on vegetation through
trampling, but would be mitigable over a few years.
Upgrading the Bedwell trail may increase the number of hikers
accessing the interior alpine areas. Increased trail use may cause
a small cumulative detrimental impact on wildlife in terms of
sensory disturbance, but would be mitigable over a few years.
Upgrading the Bedwell trail may increase the number of hikers
accessing the interior alpine areas. Increased trail use may cause
a small cumulative detrimental impact on elk in particular in
terms of sensory disturbance, but would be mitigable over a few
years.
Upgrading the Bedwell trail may increase the number of hikers
accessing the interior alpine areas. Increased trail use may cause a
small cumulative detrimental impact by increasing linear
corridors thus increasing habitat fragmentation and habitat loss.
This will be mitigable over a few years.
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APPENDIX 6: KUNLIN LAKE – HORSE USE REVIEW
Introduction
The Strathcona Park Master Plan (1993), and the Amendment to the Master Plan (2001) have a
provision for horse use on abandoned logging roads (mainly Branch 140) on the north side of
Kunlin Lake, near Gold River. Horse activity in this area was identified as a source for
understanding the potential impacts of horse activity on parks or protected area in the
backcountry of Vancouver Island. This opportunity for understanding has been identified to
provide context and/or feedback to Environmental Impact Assessment processes associated with
horse-riding activities proposed for areas of Strathcona Park.
Kunlin Lake Horse Trail Assessment
In order to understand horse activity in and around Kunlin Lake, horse users in the Gold River
areas were sought out. A long-time horse rider, Leanne Adair of Gold River, was interviewed on
July 29, 2008. Ms. Adair reported that she owns 2 horses and that only one other elderly couple
in Gold River currently owns a horse; she believed that they no longer utilize their horses
extensively. She has lived in Gold River for more than 20 years and has not heard of anyone
riding horses in the Kunlin Lake area. Ms. Adair commonly rides in an area outside the park the
north of the Village of Gold River, as she feels it easier and closer to ride. She felt that there was
inadequate parking and storage area for the horse trailers on the Ucona Mainline where the
Kunlin Lake ride would start near branch U-7 (Map 1).
Another interview was carried out with Ian Compton of the Back Country Horseman Club in
Campbell River, and he mentioned that he has not heard of anyone from his club riding
horseback into Kunlin Lake. He felt that trailering was difficult and parking inadequate along the
Ucona Mainline.
The roads north of Kunlin Lake designated for horse use, and the access roads to this area, were
reviewed (by vehicle and walking) on July 29, 2008. These included branch U-7, Branches 140,
180, 170 and the ERT Ucona road. There was no visible evidence of horse use but considerable
evidence of elk, bear and deer presence. The access roads to this area have been brushed out
and cross- ditched to help stabilize the road surface. It is likely that the brushing work was
implemented by campers, hunters and fishermen accessing the area.
It was found that Branches 140 and 170 were overgrown with advanced red alder, Douglas fir
and shrub species and were generally not suitable for horse use. There was considerable elk
sign noted, such as rub marks and grazed shrubs.
The most direct route to access the Kunlin Lake area is via the Ucona Mainline, then U-7, then Br
180 to the ERT Ucona road. The bridge at Highway 28 that crosses the Heber River
approximately 4 km before the Village of Gold River was removed at least 10 years ago, which
prevents access to Kunlin and Donner Lakes directly from Highway 28 and the ERT Ucona
logging road. There may have been plans to access the area directly from the ERT Ucona road,
but that option was removed when the bridge was pulled.
It is concluded that the road and trails north of Kunlin Lake are not used significantly by
horseback riders. The heavy elk use over the years has likely destroyed any evidence of horserelated impacts that may have been apparent if there was horse use at some time. The Kunlin
Lake area does not provide meaningful input into the understanding of the potential impacts of
horseback riding on parks/protected areas in the backcountry of Vancouver Island.
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Photos

Overgrown road north of Kunlin Lake.

Logging roads north of Kunlin Lake are well vegetated with
no visible evidence of horse use or impacts.
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MAP 1
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APPENDIX 7: LITERATURE SUMMARY - CRITERIA TO
SUPPORT DECISIONS AROUND HORSE USE
Notes regarding the literature review that was carried out in the development of criteria to support
decisions around horse use within parks or protected areas. Further details associated with the
literature review can be found within Appendix 8.
General:
(Newsome et al, 2002)
• Confine horses to specified trails.
• Exclude from areas of conservation significance.
• Avoid wet or highly erodible slopes, excessively steep slopes, and fragile vegetation,
alpine meadows (Widner and Marion 1993).
• Use established road beds or harden trail surfaces with gravel application. (Forsite study,
numerous references.)
(McClaran 1993):
• Avoid mountain meadows or confining stock in sensitive areas like riparian areas for
corralling.
Trail Location
(Aust et al 2005):
• Dense trailside vegetation prevents trail widening.
• Lowest erosion is from trails with high slope alignment angle, ie >50%. Side hill trails are
best but more expensive to construct.
• Best soils are loamy and sandy-loam with high coarse fragment content, and depth to
bedrock >1m.
• Avoid soils high in silt and clay.
• Grade should be <8%; maximum 10% for 200 ft.
• 6 inches gravel minimum.
• Ensure adequate drainage.
• inspect at least 1-2 times per year.
• Minimize number of stream crossings
• (Marion, 2006). Use criteria from Marion’s paper for gravel application related to grade
(ranges up to 12 inches), incorporate geotextiles as needed..
Vegetation
• Use certified sterile feed where invasive plants are a concern (McClaran 1993).
• Spread of exotic weeds less likely under canopied forest cover than open areas,
especially ones with disturbed soils (Beninger-Traux et al, 1992, Potito and Beatty,
2005).
Wildlife
(Hellmund, 1998):
• Identify the zone of influence for the proposed trail location: know the habitat and species
present.
• Rank the resiliency of the habitat and vegetation complexes and avoid low-resilience
routes.
• Identify the wildlife activities such as calving, breeding, foraging and resting; sensitive
wildlife group sizes and age.
• Determine high impact seasons for wildlife and time horse use to avoid these or re-route
trail.
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In high quality habitat: ensure trails are low density or re-routed to skirt the habitat.
Avoid small patches of species-rich habitat.
Vegetation along trail edges may provide an effective screen to reduce stress on wildlife.
In areas of elk use, identify the linear distance of trails vs. the total area of watershed
available and of value to elk, as elk may habituate to horse presence on the trail and use
alternative habitat (Wisdom et al, 2004).

Water / Riparian
• Minimize riparian crossings but have sufficient close proximity to water for horse use and
aesthetic pleasure for trail users (Wood, undated).
• Crossings and trial locations need to address fisheries and water quality values to
prevent negative impacts on water quality and aquatic life
Management and Social Factors
(Newsome et al, 2004)
• Horse impacts are greatly increased with overnight use. Consider day-use only where
social concern and/or environmental impacts are potentially high.
• Ensure proper machinery is available for trail maintenance; eg narrow grade equipment.
• Ensure management has sufficient budget and resources in place to monitor and enforce
compliance.
(Newsome et al, 2002):
• Use operators under permit rather than unrestricted horse use as in Australia’s Shannon
Park example: permitted operators can respond to negative impacts, provide ongoing
monitoring and assessment of baseline conditions, exert direct control over user numbers
and areal extent. Operator is accountable or faces permit suspension.
(McClaran 1993):
• Establish LAC’s and ensure monitoring objectives are objective and simple, and can yield
consistent results when gathered by different people. Ensure consistent place and
season for monitoring
• Allow LAC and monitoring results to evolve under an adaptive management approach.
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APPENDIX 8: ANNOTATED LITERATURE REVIEW OF
HORSE USE WITHIN PROTECTED AREAS
Spildie, D.R., Cole, D.N and Walker, S.C. 2000. Effectiveness of a confinement strategy in reducing pack stock impacts
at campsites in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, Idaho. Proceedings RMRS-P-15-Vol-5. USDA Forest Service, Ogden,
UT: 199-208.
Spildie, Cole and Walker conducted a study of the impacts of pack stock on containment areas and campsites in the
Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness in Idaho, and evaluated the recovery of sites after abandonment or restoration. They
conclude that, all other factors being equal, groups with horses and mules will have more intense impacts than groups on
foot. Stock areas and campsites were found to have suffered damage to over-story trees, loss of vegetation, soil
compaction, a loss of organic horizon, and an exposure of mineral soils directly attributable to the presence of stock
animals. In fact, pack stock camping was estimated to double the amount of disturbance over other groups. The
management plan addressed this problem in part by confining sites for pack stock use, and reducing the maximum group
size to less than10 stock animals per group. Limits of acceptable change were established to set standards for maximum
impacts, and stock containment areas were for either designated day-use or overnight use. Stock were to be tethered
between designated trees with a high line, rope or electric corral, and users were advised to avoid tying stock where tree
roots could be damaged.
One objective of the study was to develop methods for monitoring the recovery of the abandoned and restored old stock
areas, and methods for monitoring impacts on new stock areas.
The monitoring plan was implemented in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness from 1993 to 1998. A small number of
campsites were designated for new or continuing stock use, while others were closed to stock animals and restored.
Restoration of stock containment areas and stock-impacted campsites included techniques such as planting, scarifying
compacted soils, adding organic matter, planting “icebergs” (large boulders placed so as to discourage tenting and
camping activities), flush-cutting stumps and filling tree wells with soil, applying pitch and charcoal to minimize evidence
of tree scarring, and covering some areas with mulching material. However, one surprising finding was that restoration
efforts not statistically more effective than natural recovery, unless site was closed to all further use.
Another unexpected result was that positive recovery occurred within 5 years; as Selway-Bitterroot is located in an area of
Rockies with moderately resilient vegetation, this recovery was significantly faster than expected.
Limiting stock use and stock group sizes, designating different sites for day-use or overnight use, and tethering stock may
be useful measures in B.C. protected areas. This paper indicates that it may not be advisable to spend too much on
restoration until a given vegetation type has been studied for the rate of natural recovery.
Newsome, D., Smith, A., and Moore, S.A. 2008. Horse riding in protected areas: A critical review and implications for
research and management. Current Issues in Tourism 11(2): 144-164.
This recent publication reviews the research and critiques to date regarding horse riding in protected areas, implications
for future research, and management recommendations. The dual mandate for protected areas is emphasized: protection
of the natural environment while providing recreational opportunities to visitors, without degrading the environment.
Newsome and Moore point out that the public has conflicting values about the appropriateness of horse use in protected
areas, but even as lobby groups seek to increase access for horse riders, there is disagreement about the validity of
impact studies. For instance, the review referred to a 1983 paper (Royce) which showed that soil erosion on Australian
horse trails increased with trail slopes >8%, and that floristic was health deteriorating. Royce concluded that horse riding
trails should be prohibited in Western Australia national parks. However, the methodology was critiqued by horse riding
lobbyists with respect to the study design and execution. Concern was expressed about over-reliance on a single study
for management decisions.
Another problem apparent from Royce’s study is the confounding problem of the multiple use nature of some trails.
Dehring and Mazzotti’s paper countered that it is the mechanical construction for equestrian trails which causes much of
the degradation seen, as opposed to horse usage. Trail design is essential to preventing degradation. Leung and Marion
(1996) concluded that trail impact studies focus on one of three things: landscape level impacts, trails as an overall
resource which must be protected from degradation, or trail erosion processes and consequences at trail level. There is a
weakness in the lack of standardisation in methodologies and variables, which hinders comparison of studies. Variable
environmental conditions also confound the studies.
The biophysical impacts of horse use are summarized as having the highest impacts on soil, surface water, vegetation,
structural changes such as trail widening, and the introduction of foreign material. Horses’ hooves cause greatest impact,
similar to hiker impacts but more pronounced and rapid. The main factors contributing to degradation include long steep
slopes, high elevation, high rainfall events, un-vegetated or un-surfaced slopes, low soil organic matter, and close
proximity to streams or groundwater discharge areas.
The results of off- trail plots and studies, conducted mostly in the U.S. and Australia, clearly demonstrate that off-trail
horse riding has potential to cause considerable damage to soils and vegetation in studied environments.
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Philips and Newsome reported in 2002 that horse trampling causes a decrease in vegetation cover and height, change in
species composition, a reduction in the frequency of plant species, and an increase in soil depth and amount of bare
ground. Field observation shows that horses tended to walk through the centre of the treatment transects following the
defined paths made by previous horses.
A 1994 study in Tasmania by Whinam et al found substantial immediate and delayed effects on soils of shrub land, herb
field and bolster heath, but little effect on dry grassland. The highest mean number of manure-sourced weeds were found
in shrub-land.
Newsome, D., Milewski, A., Phillips, N., and Annear, R. 2002. Effects of horse riding on national parks and other natural
ecosystems in Australia: Implications for management. Journal of Ecotourism 1(1).
Newsome et al explore the question of whether horseback riding counts as “ecotourism;” affirmative if ecotourism is
defined as embracing the study, admiration or appreciation of scenery and wildlife, because this is feasible on horseback.
But according to others, horse riding is not conservation-oriented; ecotourism requires a minimal impact on plants and
animals, and sustainability. Common complaints from non-horse users include manure, campsite damage, trail wear and
erosion, litter and damage to meadows and riparian, insects, tethering yards, noise and safety. However, the authors
point out that Australian environments differ from others due to lack of large herbivores, naturally stressed ecosystems
due to aridity and nutrient poverty of soils. The lack of herbivores in Australia means that there is a lack of grass taxa
resilient to grazing, trampling and eutrophication.
There are also more plant diseases and root-rot fungus in Australia than in the U.S. Root-fungal complexes in Australian
soils have ectomycorrhizal associations essential to plant nutrition, all the more so because of the low levels of soil
nutrients. Horse–related disturbance may disrupt these mycelial networks. Horses generally disrupt surface conditions
and increase the proportion of bare ground, making it more suitable for invasion of weeds and transfer of root pathogens.
U.S. protected areas are more likely to include montane wilderness with water-logged soils and short growing season.
Weed invasion and pathogens are less of a problem than in Australia, but recovery of vegetation is impaired.
The authors emphasize the importance of weed management, especially where soils are disturbed. One 1991 study by
St. John Sweeting and K.A. Morris investigated seed transmission through the digestive tract of the horse, and found that
the majority of seeds tested showed little or no loss of viability after transmission. Horses can pass seeds for 10 days
after ingestion and still lots of seeds 4 days after. However, monitoring in Tasmania by Whinam and Comfort 1996 found
no introduced weeds on horse tracks. Horses are only one of several vectors in transporting seeds into protected areas:
wind water, ingestion or attachment to human hair and clothing, vehicles, native, feral, and domestic animals are other
sources. But horses can transport a large number of seeds and deposit them with fertilizer in areas remote from seed
source.
Management shortcomings are largely due to a lack of baseline monitoring.
Management failures also occur because of lack of management capacity to monitor or enforce restrictions on horse use.
The authors conclude that there is sufficient evidence to prohibit establishment of new horseback riding routes in
Australian protected areas, and generally horse use does not fit with ideas of ecotourism. However, horse trails should be
considered or encouraged in areas with strong horse-riding heritage.
The authors concluded that open access to horse riders should not be allowed in Australian protected areas. Where
horses are allowed, management is required to implement and rigorously enforce visitor and site management strategies
and techniques to control impacts. The cumulative impacts of free-range riding cause excessive damage.
One successful example is given of allowing a commercial operator to use horses under a permit in Australia’s Shannon
Park. The operator is an accountable body for environmental impacts and has direct control over user numbers and areal
extent of use. Operators are in a position to ensure low use: informed operators can respond to negative impacts. Permit
holders face suspension or cancellation if unacceptable impacts occur and they provide ongoing monitoring and
assessment of baseline conditions.
Other successful strategies were drawn from Landsberg et al (2001) for Canberra Nature Park: confine horses to
specified trails, use trails at reserve perimeter or on already modified trails, and exclusion from areas of conservation
significance. Success in this park was also due to a high degree of rider compliance and monitoring.
The main social impacts are discussed in the study by Watson et al, which is covered separately in this review. A strong
predictor of conflict is the feelings of appropriateness of horse use by all users. Horse users tend to evaluate the problems
less strongly than hikers. However, a paper by Udelhoven (2003) in Washington State Seaside conservation area is also
quoted: 60% of survey respondents indicated enjoyment would not change if horses were brought in. Other surveys in
Australia were positive or neutral towards horse use, where all respondents were non-horse users.
Newsome et al also covered the effectiveness of management practices, but most of this section draws from studies that
are covered elsewhere in this review. They conclude that there are few studies directed towards assessing effectiveness
of horse riding management: often management action is not possible due to lack of resources, and lack of monitoring
intentions and resources. There is also a problem with the lack of research in varieties of ecosystems. Overall findings,
especially based on trails, are uncertain and confusing. There is a need stronger experimental design, and a need to
research impacts specifically on constructed and maintained trails.
McClaran, M.P. and Cole, D.N. 1993. Pack stock in wilderness: Use, impacts, monitoring, and management. Gen. Tech.
Rep. INT-301. USDA Forest Service, Intermountain Research Station, Ogden, Utah.
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The authors studied biophysical impacts of pack stock use in wilderness areas. Trampling is most severe where stock are
restrained for long periods: it is less severe when stock graze over large areas, but this impacts more area. Trampling is
also most severe where stock are picketed, because this concentrates grazing in small areas. Erosion is most severe in
mountain meadows and other riparian settings. The authors recommend that pack stock are used in areas least
susceptible to defoliation impacts, and areas that already receive significant use as opposed to more pristine areas.
Defoliation by grazing influences the grazed plants and indirectly influences vegetation composition and soil erosion.
Less palatable plants then have a competitive advantage for soil and water nutrients. Urine can increase the nitrogen
content in soil. Odour from pack stock is a problem, but water quality is not necessarily reduced . Gary et al (1983)
estimated only 5% of faeces get deposited directly in streams.
Interactions with wildlife: There is a dearth of studies, but one can infer some effects on wildlife from research on
production livestock and feral horses. Wildlife movements are disrupted when more dominant animals displace wild ones
from preferred habitats and watering sites: for example, cattle displace elk to a greater extent than deer due to common
preference for meadows. Grazing will most affect wildlife species with similar diets: feral horse and elk have similar
preferences. Free grazing will disturb more wildlife than confinement. The amount of time pack stock are present may
have more to do with disruption of wildlife the absolute numbers of pack stock. The location of concentrated grazing is
more important than overall level of use. Seasonality of domestic animal use is important in terms of forage reduction for
wild grazers.
Interaction with visitors: The findings on this topic are variable. In Stankey (1979), negative experiences for hikers are
found to be greater when encounters occur in areas with little pack stock use than areas with heavier use.
Monitoring: Should focus on the current magnitude of impacts, changes over time, relationship between current conditions
and management objectives, as in the LAC process, and the strengths and weaknesses of management program. The
monitoring program should be objective and simple, repeated frequently enough to detect trends, and designed to reveal
the role of pack stock grazing in the measured change. Monitoring should yield consistent results when gathered by
different people. Monitoring and management should focus on soil erosion, shearing, skidding, streambank erosion,
defoliation levels and bacteria in streams. Monitoring programs need to consider what, when, when, how many: What
impacts, using direct or indirect measurement. Where: ideally in areas representing a spectrum of different levels of
impact severity and pack stock use. It is essential to find key areas for study. When: consistency and seasonal change
must be considered. Monitoring should be conducted at the same time of year for good comparisons and one should
choose the appropriate season for the criteria in question.
How much monitoring is required? This depends on the desired precision, variability, what the budget will allow, and the
training of monitors required. Managers should design the monitoring system in terms of available budget. The
monitoring results must be compared acceptable limits of change. Results will be perceived differently by different
managers. Criteria should identify the type and amount of change that is acceptable for specific impacts as a starting
point, and then evolve as interdisciplinary team members and changing public desires affect the process. The amount of
change allowable may be subjective.
Pack stock management: Strict enforcement through to voluntary compliance by education. Agencies vary in their
approach. Forest Service managers often attempt to use education first, then resort to regulations only after LAC has
been reached or exceeded. Other managers begin with regulations, such as controlling the number of pack stock, and/ or
the length of stay. Most managers used regulations such as limiting total party size, encouraging the use of hitchlines and
hobbling, encouraging riders to stay on trails, requiring groups to pack in feed. Few managers limit the season of use, but
this is a most important strategy in spring run-off, or other water-logged soils. Professional judgement was most often
used to formulate regulations. Research results and public participation are under-utilized or unavailable for designing
regulations. Management strategies may vary between site-specific regulations and wilderness-wide regulations. An
important recommendation is to avoid unnecessary restrictions on other visitors.
Feed should be certified weed free. One caveat is that of diminishing returns: the farther in animals go, the more animals
are required to pack feed in, hence more impacts. The authors cite examples of pack stock management in the Bob
Marshall Wilderness complex in NW Montana, and in the Sequoia and Kings Canyon in California’s Sierra Nevada. They
conclude that research is needed on relationship between use and impacts, between management techniques and
impacts, between management programs and impacts, (including need for more public input).
Hellmund, P.C. 1998. Planning trails with wildlife in mind: A handbook for trail planners. Colorado State Parks Trails and
Wildlife Task Force, Denver, Colorado.
This handbook provides rules of thumb for understanding the impacts of trails on wildlife and planning accordingly. It does
not specifically address horse use on trails, but is nevertheless a very useful reference for managers who may apply the
findings while planning horse trails through wildlife habitat.
Trails have a zone of influence that must be understood. The width of the zone varies along the trail due to natural
variability. Trails cause edge effects, attracting generalist species at expense of specialist species: trail designers should
keep the zone as narrow as possible and avoid sensitive wildlife areas. Trail edges should be screened with vegetation
and topographical features. Avoid habitat fragmentation by knowing type of habitat, the species present, and
characteristics of trail including expected degree of usage. The trail location may have already been a disturbed area: reroute trails around edge of high quality undisturbed habitat. Trail density should be low in high quality habitat. Trail
designers should be aware that small areas of high quality habitat serve as “stepping stones” for wildlife and should be
avoided.
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Managers should balance needs across landscape patches. The trails should intersect a variety of habitat types for rich
user experiences, but avoid small patches of species- rich habitats. Planners should rank the relative resiliency of
habitats to be crossed, and be aware of potential species not actually present at the planning stage. Ideally, trails may
follow ecological edges created by historic roads or timber cuts.
The predictability of human actions has a strong bearing on wildlife response; animals become habituated and less
disturbed by human presence if the time and location of encounters are predictable. Bird watching and other forms of
nature viewing that intentionally seek close encounters may have more significant impacts. There have been studies to
measured flight distances of animals in response to human encounters on trails, i.e. the minimum distance between
humans and animals before the animal typically responds with flight. Elk and mule deer typically flee within 200 metres
from hikers. Different species react differently, as do different populations of same species. Wildlife characteristics such
as type, group size, age, and sex determine response, as do time of year and time of day. The type of wildlife activity is
also important: breeding, calving, foraging, or resting, for instance. It is better to concentrate recreational use rather than
to disperse it. Avoid use during breeding areas or time trail closures accordingly, or re-route if closures cannot be
enforced. Managers should use caution due to lack of comprehensive wildlife knowledge.
Trail planners should recognize the importance of riparian areas which create very high biological diversity. They should
minimize the number of crossings of landscape corridors such as riparian zones, but trail users should have several close
approaches to water, or they will make new trails. Avoid locating trails at stream confluences, which are often important
nodes for wildlife. There should be a regional balance for trail location in riparian areas. Trail building can be used as an
opportunity for habitat restoration.
Cole, D.N. and Landres, P.B. 1995. Indirect effects of recreation on wildlife. In: Knight, R. L, Gutziller, K. J., eds. Wildlife
and Recreationists – Coexistence Through Management and Research. 1995. Island Press, Washington, D.C. Chapter
11, 183-202.
Cole and Landres examine the secondary impacts of recreation on wildlife, and this paper may be of interest to managers
of horse trails by highlighting some of the potential unforeseen impacts applicable to horse use.
Where recreational impacts are pronounced, species diversity and richness decline (Young 1978, Cole 1993), however,
low levels of disturbance may increase complexity of both vertical structure and spatial pattern of vegetation by canopy
openings and nutrient enrichment (Dale and Weaver 1974).
Vegetation of moderate height is most vulnerable: recreation areas often lose intermediate vegetation layers. Tree
saplings and pole-sized trees thinned out by management on purpose and by humans. Indigenous herbivores may lose
forage sources to horses. Therefore recreational impacts vary with intensity of disturbance.
Impacts on the living space of fauna may include soil impacts. These may alter soil fauna, which in turn impacts
microhabitats for vertebrate and invertebrate species. Small mammal populations increase near campgrounds due to the
presence of human food. The physiognomy, density and spatial pattern of vegetation also impact the living space of
terrestrial animals such as birds, small mammals, and insects. The long term result all of above can lead to a trophic
cascade as parasites, pathogens, and competitors are introduced, or native species eliminated.
Management options include: restrictions on amount of use, type of use, spatial distribution of use (confinement to trails)
and enhancing site durability.
Campbell, J.E. and Gibson, D.J. 2001. The effect of seeds of exotic species transported via horse dung on vegetation
along trail corridors. Plant Ecology 157: 23-35.
A study done in Southern Illinois of 23 exotic species germinated from horse dung in greenhouse reported that only one
was also found along trail in trail plots ( a strain of Japanese clover). Six non-exotic species were found to be transmitted
through horse dung.
While more exotic species were found along horse trails than non-horse trails, the relative importance of these species
negligible. The authors conclude that emigration of exotic species via horse dung does not pose immediate threat to plant
communities along trail, but care must be taken.
The paper refers to the Rule of Tens for the spread of weeds: 10% of non-native species may become established, and
10% of those will become aggressively invasive. Cumulative spread of unchecked species spread may reduce
biodiversity. Areas of frequent natural disturbance are more susceptible.
On horse trails, it was found that many trail-edge exotic species cannot survive within forest interiors. Most seeds pass
through horse digestive system within 48 hours, but Guanacaste seeds were found to remain for 2 months. Germination
may be enhanced by seed scarification as passes through herbivore digestive tract. Deer are also important vectors for
seed distribution (Heasy 1954, Gonzalez-Spinosa and Quintana-Ascencio 1986).
Conclude that light intensities required by exotic species for germination and growth may not be available on forested
corridor, and spread may be more likely in open communities including those in forested areas such as hills, glades.
Therefore efforts should be used to minimize potential invading species, and balance against recreational needs.
Widner, C. and Marion, J. 1993. Horse impacts: Research findings and their implications. Master Network. Wyoming:
National Outdoor Leadership School: Part 1 No 5 (pp 5, 14), Part 2 No 6 (pp 5-6).
The major trail impacts detailed by Widner and Marion are erosion, muddy quagmires, and informal trail development.
Deep erosion prevents diversion of water from tread and impairs drainage. There may be a proliferation of informal trails
and manure on trails, especially in meadows where trails widen.
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Erosion is due to wind and water: horses are seldom the actual agents of erosion, but horse use is a precursor for
erosion. The compaction of soils reduces water infiltration and increases surface run-off, while hooves cause churning
and lifting of soil particles.
The degree of difference in impacts of horse users compared to hikers is related to additional factors which are unrelated
to type of use. There are 3 general categories: 1) Use related factors which depend upon the amount of use and impact.
Recreation ecology studies show a curvilinear relationship between amount of use and most forms of impact: on
established trails and campsites, limiting use is of little effect, limiting use is more effective on new and light use areas. 2)
Environmental factors: According to McQuaid-Cook (1978) trail impacts are more a function of slope and trail location
than user type. A similar paper by Sumner concludes that horse traffic is not the single most important factor contributing
to trail degradation. 3) Managerial factors: poor trail design causes most problems, especially trails on wet or highly
erodible slopes, excessively steep slopes, through fragile vegetation, and having inadequate trail maintenance.
The relationship between impacts and the influential factors is an important consideration for managers of horse trails,
and this paper emphasizes that visitor education on low-impact horse use can very effective and may eliminate need for
regulations.
Harding, J.A. Borrie, W.T., and Cole, D.N. 2000. Factors That Limit Compliance With Low- Impact Recommendations.
Proceedings RMRS-P-15-Vol-4. USDA Forest Service, Ogden, Utah. 198-202.
While this paper does not specifically address horses in wilderness areas, low-impact practices are an essential strategy
for this activity, and an understanding of user compliance with low impact recommendations is an important topic. Lack of
information is not always the cause of poor compliance. Cognitive and social factors intervene, such as group influences.
The first factor considered is the visitor’s interpretation of the situation, such as campsite selection where no there are no
signs of wildlife. The correctness of the visitor’s belief will determine the actual impact on wildlife. The second factor is
the information retrieval strategies visitors employ when making decisions on the trail. This depends on how accessible
the attitudes, information, and beliefs about low-impact behaviour are from memory. The third factor investigated is that of
judgement formation.
Judgement is influenced by cognitive, social-psychological factors, and ethics: ethics may focus on a desire for equal
treatment of campers rather than low environmental impacts.
The resulting expression of behaviour by wilderness area visitors is rooted in motivation: having a true desire to practice
low-impact camping, versus the appearance of low-impact consciousness, which is not reliable. Managers should identify
which factors are limiting compliance to determine more effective strategies.
Jordan, M. 2000. Ecological impacts of recreational use of trails: A literature review. The Nature Conservancy, New
York.
This paper includes a summary of some horse-related ecological impacts.
Vegetation trampling by horses includes the same information covered elsewhere in this review, but also cited a work by
Nagy and Scotter (1974) where horses destroyed eight times as much cover and created more bare ground than hikers in
Waterton Lakes National Park. The authors found that trails where horses are used are wider and deeper than those
receiving foot traffic alone.
A discussion of wildlife disturbance included a reference by Bennet and Zuelke (1999) specific to birds, and concluded
that direct approaches are more disturbing than tangential ones, rapid movement is worse than slow movement, children
and photographers caused the most disturbance, horses did not seem to disturb birds.
Vegetation competition from introduced exotics by hikers and horses needs more research in general, but Dale and
Weaver (1974) report that some plant species may be favoured by microclimate trail edge effects and nutrient enrichment
from horse manure and urine. However, it is not possible to say if weedy species are out-competing native species, or
filling in an ecological niche created by trail development.
This paper is also useful for planning trail locations for horse trails, especially if managers incorporate results from other
studies of horse impacts on wildlife with some of the findings in this paper about general trail impacts on wildlife. Habitat
changes are due to fragmentation and edge effects of trails. Some animals are reluctant to cross trails. Changes such as
increased sunlight, rainfall, wind, decreased humidity, and altered temperature regime could impact wildlife such as birds.
Impacts on birds include decreased nesting activity, more nest predation, and altered bird species.
Aust, M.W., Marion, J.L., and Kyle, K. 2005. Research for the development of best management practices to minimize
horse trail impacts in the Hoosier National Forest. US Forest Service Final Research Report. Virginia Tech Dept. of
Forestry, Blacksburg Virginia.
Aust, Marion and Kyle Hoosier describe three objectives in this paper:
1) To develop, pilot test, and refine trail assessment procedures for the development of a horse trail degradation model.
2) To apply trail condition assessment procedures to a sample of Hoosier National Forest (HFN) horse trails, and 3) To
evaluate data to understand the process of horse trail degradation and the role of contributing factors, and develop a
horse trail degradation model.
HNF manages for multiple uses including recreation, wildlife, forest products, and water resources. Annual trail users
include about 18,000 horse riders. A literature review completed by the authors reveals that much degradation is
associated with trail construction and is unavoidable.
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The challenge is to prevent post-construction run-off degradation.
Many horse trails in HNF are on old logging roads and skid trails: wider than hiking trails.
The authors examined the three factors taken from Widner and Marion’s 1993 paper (as reviewed above): use related,
environmental, and managerial; and applied these factors to HFN trails. For use related factors, they found that postconstruction impacts in the absence of use are very low on well-designed and constructed trails. Some specific impacts
such as widening and trail braiding are strongly influenced by user behaviour. Environmental factors include 1)
vegetation: dense trailside vegetation confines the lateral spread of trail users while open meadows allow widening. 2)
Topography: Orientation of trails to the prevailing slope, or slope alignment angle (angle with respect to fall-line), will
greatly affect erosion. A low angle (1-22°) leads to very high erosion; 23-45° = high erosion, 46-67° =low erosion, 68-90°
= very low erosion. High slope angles (“side-hill trails”) also have steeper side slopes beside and perpendicular to the
trail, and this discourages trail widening. The importance of angle increases as trail slope increases.
Side-hill trails often develop a berm on the lower edge which can be breached for drainage with waterbars or dips in
grade. Soil and surface characteristics are important to consider. If the trail must cross a wet section, construct
boardwalks, turnpikes, causeways, or use puncheon or geosynthetics. Loam and sandy-loam soils provide fewest
limitations: a high content of coarse fragments increase soil strength. Avoid soils high in silt and clay. It is preferable to
have soil depth to bedrock greater than 1 meter, which is less likely to become saturated. Thin alpine soils are to be
avoided. 3) The most important managerial factors are the location and maintenance of trails. Upkeep of tread and other
drainage features, rock steps, and bridging are essential, and this in turn affects and improve user behaviour. Often
maintenance is neglected. Grace (2002a) reviewed best management practices (BMPS) for 13 forest road trails and
concluded that the most important managerial factors are location planning, construction, stabilization, drainage,
maintenance, and stream crossings.
Trail Construction: trail standards: best trail enhances travel, has lower maintenance, and greater construction cost.
Example: high standard trail suitable for horse use: all-season use, grade less than 8%, max grade for 200 ft=10%,
desired tread width = 8 ft, in-sloped, culverts and turnouts for drainage, surfacing-= 6inches gravel, maintenance
inspections 1-2 per year, maintenance schedule every 2 years, construction cost $15,000/mile.
Location
Egan 1999 considered elements of universal soil loss equation: rainfall, runoff, soil erodability, slope length and
steepness, cover, and management practices. In redesigning and reconstructing existing trails only the worst segments
require relocating.
Elliot and Tysdal 1994 found no issues on in-sloped roads addressed by road location. 5 issues that were identified:
distance between road and stream, ditch water control, road segment lengths, road gradient, cutslope height and cover.
Swift (1984)
New construction increases sedimentation and erosion. The addition of gravel and grass-seeding is most helpful. Keep
trail grades less than 12%, preferably 9% for horses: steeper grades are more difficult to traverse, faster erosion rates,
and more expensive maintenance. Avoid long slopes: keep grades low or break up with broad dips or turnouts.
Side-hill trails are best, but construction is more difficult. Slopes greater than 50% require considerable excavation and
may require retaining walls to avoid slumping, but may still be a better solution. Sideslopes 10-30% = half-bench
construction, ¾ or full bench on slopes > 30%.
Plan rolling grade dips during construction.
Stream crossings: minimize number. Side-hill design permits better drainage on approach to stream: not so steep into
stream. Recommend trail out-sloping near stream to disperse water.
Sediment production is highest for fords and lowest for bridges. Sediment production for all is highest during installation
phase. Evaluate bridges (best option) culverts, and fords: may allow manure into stream.
For wet soils consider utilizing parallel drainage ditches, elevating trail with puncheon, turnpike, decking, boardwalk and
bridges. Tread hardening: cap with crush, float trails over peat using geosynthetics and aggregate (In Scotland, Bayfield
and Aitken 1992)
Steeper slopes may not retain gravel. Alternatives for step construction utilize stone, wood boxes, honeycombs with
geotextile and rock anchors to prevent downward gravel migration, crib ladders, pinned rock or wooden steps, log ladders
and/or wood staircases with dimensional lumber. Geosynthetics include geotextiles, geonets, sheet drains, geogrids,
geocells, and turf reinforcement. All are effective but will increase costs of construction.
Reinforce or augment soil structure with chemical binders (some organic) or physical binders with clay or quicklime
components.
Consider maintenance every 1-4 years. Take long term approach and consider re-routing for tough problems.
Tread shaping: clear berms, restore outsloping or insloping, or crowning. May need crib walls to retain downslope creep.
Water bars and drainage dips: recommended frequencies based on grade and soil type. Angle of waterbars is critical.
Utilize sediment basins, sediment fencing, vegetation, and rip-rap.
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Vegetation management: Annual clearing, safety by removing hazard trees, vegetation clearing to center and constrain
traffic, exotic weed management visitor management: as discussed elsewhere. Cole, Leung and Marion, Newsome et al)
Study in HNF (Indiana) Summary and recommendations:
Employ planning and decision frameworks like Limits of Acceptable Change(LAC) criteria to reduce management
subjectivity. Remedy degradation by incorporating LAC process and public involvement. Evaluate recreation opportunities
and inventory trails and roads. Identify deficiencies for proposed uses and consider trail designation for uses with some
closures to some uses. Identify indicators, standards and monitoring protocols. Specify standards that facilitate
maintenance. Describe resources and actions necessary to address deficiencies. Implement a fee program for high
impact users to fund maintenance (bikers and horse riders). Implement trail reconstruction and maintenance, marking,
and access improvements. Manage visitor use e.g. “leave no trace” program through regulations and education.
Most trails were made multiple-use. The use of gravel trails became the primary focus. Study focussed on different levels
of gravel versus different levels of use. Found deficiencies in water drainage control features. Gravel significantly
improved degradation, but gravelled trails tended to be wider. Small gravel applications were considered very effective on
trails <17%, large gravel applications were needed for steeper trails. Consider “aesthetics” for example; when gravel is
kept to 1 inch crush it is more pleasing as it sinks in over time and gets covered by an organic layer and trailside
vegetation closes in.
Factors managers can control are density of drainage features, trail slope alignment, and graveling. These efforts seemed
to have obliterated any relationship between trail grade and erosion.
Appendices summarize Best Management Practices.
Gaines, W.L., Singleton, P.H., and Ross., R.C. 2003. Assessing the cumulative effects of linear recreation routes on
wildlife habitats on the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forests. Gen. Tech. Rep. PNW-GTR-586. USDA Forest
Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station.
The study done by Gaines et al in the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forests is not directly applicable to the use of
horse trails in British Columbia, because it includes interactions between wildlife and both motorized and non-motorized
trails but not horse trails specifically. However, the study is of use for trail location considerations and provides guidance
for managing trails for given wildlife species once they have been identified as being present.
The authors completed a literature review and summarized that the most common interactions between non-motorized
trails and focal wildlife species were displacement and avoidance, which altered habitat use, and disturbance at a specific
site during a critical period.
An adaptive management approach and monitoring is the key to a successful program.
The study addresses wide-ranging carnivore habitat assessment, ungulate winter and summer habitat assessment, latesuccessional forest habitat assessment, riparian habitat assessment, waterfowl and colonial nesting bird habitat
assessment, primary cavity excavator habitat assessment and a case study.
The relevant factors addressed include: negative human interactions, movement barriers, displacement or avoidance,
habitat loss and fragmentation, edge effects, snag or downed log reduction, route for competitors or predators,
disturbance at a specific site and physiological responses.
Cole, D.N. and Spildie, D. R. 1998, Hiker, horse and Llama trampling effects on native vegetation in Montana, USA,
Journal of Environmental Management 53, 61-71
This study compared trampling in two forest types in Montana protected areas. Methods were a modified version of
standard experimental trampling protocols recommended by Cole and Bayfield 1993.
The study found horses had significantly more impact on the forest types than llamas or hikers, but this difference was
much smaller in the drier vaccinium vegetation type than in the wetter equisetum erect forbs type. There was virtually no
difference at all with a low number of passes in the drier type (25 passes vs 150 in one day) but vegetation recovery
overall was lower in the drier type, and recovery for the 25 passes showed no real difference for user type.
The study concluded that differences between horses and other user types are less pronounced for more durable
vegetation and with less passes.
The study suggested management of impacts by making difficulty of obtaining a permit proportional to the environmental
impact the group is likely to cause: “environmental expense” (Hendee 1974, Stankey and Baden 1977, Weaver et al,
1979). Also utilization of zoning to separate user types i.e. llamas and hikers have similar impacts, horses are different.
Cole, David N., Van Wagtendonk, McClaran Mitchell P., Moore, Peggy E., McDougald, Neil K. 2004, Response of
mountain meadow to grazing by recreational pack stock. J. Range Management, 57: 153-160
This 5 year study in Yosemite National Park studied the effects of grazing by recreational pack and saddle stock. It was
found that even at low intensities grazing reduces high elevation meadow productivity, basal vegetation cover, basal litter
cover, relative graminoid cover, and altered species composition.
Recommendations identified the need for routine monitoring programs and set limits for meadow impacts (suggest <10%
decrease in productivity). Information on empirical relationships between percent utilization and meadow productivity can
be used to establish limits. Initial estimates likely to be imprecise, but can be adjusted as needed based on monitoring
data.
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Weaver T. and Dale D. 1978, Trampling Effects of Hikers, Motorcycles and Horses in Meadows and Forests, Journal of
Applied Ecology 15, 451-457
Indications from Bayfield 1973, Dale and Weaver 1974 are that trail width increases linearly with slope, wetness,
roughness and the logarithm of the number of users, but decreases linearly with the roughness of trailside vegetation and
terrain.
This study is of limited use because of motorcycle emphasis however it found horses and motorcycles more damaging
than hikers. Hikers and horses were most damaging going downhill. Damage was less rapid in grassy vegetation than in
shrubby vegetation and generally greater on slopes than level ground. Recommended a maximum slope of 15° in natural
area.
Olson-Rutz, K.M, Marlow, C.B., Hansen K., Gagnon, L.C., Ross R.J. 1996, Packhorse Grazing behaviour and
immediate impact on a timberline meadow, J. Range Management 49:546-550
This study quantified behaviour of horses grazing on upper timberline meadow. The horses grazed on a picket circle and
were tied to a highline when not grazing. As horses became more accustomed to an area they spent more time standing
and resting than grazing. Exercised horses were more relaxed and less active in trampling. The picketing method affects
horse behaviour; if picketed on ropes < 3m they believed they were still tied and may not graze. The study also suggested
electric ribbon fences for containment.
Plant species composition and structure were important to grazing behaviour. The horses were more selective with higher
quality forbs and availability. Some plant communities were already adapted and modified by elk grazing. Horse grazing
may have an immediate visual impact but real impact rate may be too slow to measure. Horses tend to move continually
forward while grazing.
Benninger-TRaux, Mary, Vankat John L., Schaefer Robert L. 1992, Trail corridors as habitat and conduits for movement
of plant species in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado, USA, Landscape Ecology vol 6 no. 4 pp 269-278
The objective of this study was to determine whether trail corridors function as habitat and conduits for movement of plant
species in Rocky Mountain National Park. The focus was on patterns of plant species composition in relation to distance
from the trail edge, degree of trail use, and distance from trailheads, junctions and campgrounds. The study was
concentrated in coniferous forests of montane and subalpine zones.
Results of the study indicate that level of use affects spread of exotics with the distance from trailhead correlated to
spread. Trails do act as conduits for spread (hikers). Exotic species use corridors as means of migration into natural
areas. Some are dispersed in horse scat. Plant composition in adjacent forest is affected by distance from the trail edge.
Species are favoured or inhibited by disturbance and microenvironment associated with trail corridor, depending on
adaptive characteristics of the species.
Conclusions about trails as conduits is inferred because this study was short-term and pattern based. A long-term study is
required to confirm conclusions.
Wisdom, Michael J., Ager, Alan A., Preisler, Haiganoush, Norman, K., Cimon, J., Johnson Bruce K. 2004, Effects of Offroad Recreation on Mule Deer and Elk and Transactions of the 69th North American Wildlife and Natural Resources
Conference March 16-20, 2004, Spokane Washington, published by Wildlife Management Institute, Washington DC,
Jennifer Rahm editor
The objectives of the study were to document cause and effect relations of horseback and other uses on deer and elk (offroad), to measure response variables such as movement rates, flight responses, resource selection, spatial distributions
and use of foraging versus security areas, to estimate energetic and nutritional costs and to interpret results for recreation
management.
Elk response to horseback riding and hikers is very similar, and much lower than to ATV and mountain bike riding. The
maximum flight probability is 65% for elk (35% of the time=no response); 65% for hikers, ATV, and mountain biking and
55% for horse. Energy costs to elk may reduce body fat storage for winter survival while fleeing, but also may reduce
foraging opportunities.
There was little measurable response for mule deer. The flight distance was only very slightly higher for horse than hiker.
The decline of flight response was greatest for hikers (little effect beyond 500 m), however horse response continues past
750 m.
Recommendations for management are to look at linear distance of trails or roads open to recreation versus total area of
watershed available to elk to analyze the impacts. Noted that results may change if elk become habituated thus there is a
need to radio-collar elk for further study.
McClaren, Mitchel P. 1989 Recreational Pack Stock Management in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks,
Rangelands Vol. 11 No. 1 pp3-8
This study looks at the history of park management as pack stock use became displaced by backpacking. There was an
initial reactive approach to management through closures as encroachment of different plant species and stream incision
became a concern. As backpacking use increased there was a move to a reduction of pack stock. In the mid-1970’s a
pro-active approach was implemented to determine carrying capacity and to terminate use annually when capacity was
exceeded. By the 1980’s a comprehensive plan was developed with the goal to maintain current use levels, to use
undisturbed meadows as controls, to set L.A.C.’s and to develop a monitoring system and educational program.
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Permits included self-reporting stock use cards. A user guidebook for Backcountry Horse Users of America was
developed with Park staff aid.
Potito, Aaron P., Beatty, Susan W. 2005, Impacts of Recreation Trails on Exotic and Ruderal Species Distribution in
Grassland Areas Along the Colorado Front Range, Environmental Management Vol 36, No 2, pp 230-236
The report refers to one study (Parker 1993) that shows invasive species can colonize away from the trail, and 3 studies
(Benninger-Traux et al 1992, Marcus et al 1998, Hall and Kuss 1989) that show species were unavailable to spread into
the undisturbed surroundings.
This study found that these upland grassland trails in Colorado can significantly change vegetation characteristics in a
localized area along the trailside, but the trail acts as a reorganizational tool for species already present in the study sites,
rather than avenues of introduction for new exotic species. There was no evidence that these modified trailside habitats
are influencing vegetation characteristics away from the trail. Contiguous areas of disturbed ground where trailside
vegetation trampling was more widely evident did encourage migration of trailside species assemblages.
McCool, Stephen F., Cole David N. 2000, Communicating Minimum Impact Behaviour With Trailside Bulletin Boards:
Visitor Characteristics Associated With Effectiveness. USDA Forest Service Proceedings RMRS-P-15-Vol-4.
Bulletin boards are very popular with wilderness managers and are viewed as a cost-effective way to transmit information.
The major purpose of the board is to communicate messages about minimum impact behaviours. This experiment was
located in the Selway-Bitterrroot Wilderness in Montana.
The study found hikers much more likely to stop at a bulletin board and attend to messages than horseback riders, as
found in other studies by Cole 1998 and Petersen, 1985. Speculation on the reason for this is the difficulty of stopping a
horse. Once horseback riders did stop they read with the same propensity as hikers, but spent less time attending to the
messages. Trailhead locations were not very effective for bulletin board locations (Petersen 1985) possibly due to the
desire to get going on trail. A suggestion for communicating to horse-riders is to do presentations at group organization
meetings, fairs and workshops which may provide more effective venues. Noted that horseback riders tend to be older,
and experienced individuals feel less need to read these minimum impact messages. The process of communicating
these messages was more complex than expected and relying on passive communication media such as signs and
brochures may not be adequate. Even hikers did not spend long enough to deliberate on message. Not clear from this or
other studies how to design bulletin boards better.
Williams, Buzz, Conway-Durver Linda, 1998, Horses in Ecological Reserves
National Trails Training Partnership, Wildlife and Environmental Issues and Horse Trails in Ecological Reserves, Clemson
University Horse Trails Symposium
The key result of this study is that many animals are less afraid of horses than hikers.
Wood, Gene, undated, National Trails Training Partnership, Wildlife and Environmental Issues, Recreational Horse Trails
and Water Quality Protection, Clemson University
The greatest concern in the US for pathogens is Giardia spp, Cryptosporidium spp., and fecal Escherichia Coli. Studies
show the first two are rare in horse manure and the third is found but in densities far lower than many wild mammal
species. Trail horses therefore not an important concern as a pathogenic source of degrading water quality.
Horses need far greater access to water than any other recreational user due to risk of colic followed by death on the trail.
Trail design, construction and maintenance needs considerable thought to address this and to prevent degradation of
streams, ponds and lakes.
Horses that routinely defecate in water should have water brought to them. Horses that paw on stream bottoms must be
removed. Horses are not to be ridden up and down streambed thus design approaches to stream accordingly with
barricades on either side.
Marion, Jeffrey. 2006. Assessing and Understanding Trail Degradation: Results from Big South Fork National River and
Recreational Area, US Geological Survey, Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Virginia Tech Field Unit, Blacksburg
Virginia
 Much info found elsewhere esp horse trail related impacts
 Summer 1980 identified most influential landscape factors governing trail deterioration as parent material,
grade of trail and side-slope, soil texture and organic content, rockiness, vegetation, and drainage. Wide spectrum
of physical changes and erosion impacts measured along trails receiving a constant amount of horse use as
influenced by these landscape factors: Summer 1980, 1986 concluded that horse traffic was not the most important
agent contributing to trail degradation.
 Park is in northeastern Tennessee and southeastern Kentucky: studied trail degradation from various use types.
Very few of the trails studied were on old roads or were formally designed and constructed.
 substantial more impact on soil from horses
 Give details of application amounts of gravel for given trail grades: soil erosion and muddiness effects.
 Management findings: application of gravel is effective maintenance action on horse trails. Significantly less
soil erosion esp on trails <16%
 Recommend restricting horse and ATV use to designated trails, carefully designed, constructed and maintained
trails.
 trail use in wet considerably more damaging than trail use in dry.
 Recommend using gravel base on all but lightest use trails, thickness range from 4 to 12 inches, use geotextiles
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 Two leading frameworks are the LAC (Stankey et al, 1985), or one adopted by National Park Service: Visitor
Experience and Resource Protection (VERP) (NPS 1997). identify indicators, specify standards/ limits, monitor
conditions, evaluate and identify causal factors, select and implement management strategies.
Newsome, D, David N. Cole, and Jeffrey Marion. 2004. Environmental Impacts Associated with Recreational Horseriding. In Environmental Impacts of Ecotourism, ed Ralf Buckley, CAB International. Queensland, Aus. P. 61-82.
 Horse-riding will continue to be a significant recreational activity in an increasingly crowded world with
diminishing and increasingly impacted natural ecosystems.
 Horse-riding seen by many as a legitimate activity in natural areas under pressure from other recreational
activities competing for the same space.
 Often poorly funded rec areas.
 hikers and others often complain about faeces on track, flies attracted to dung, and the very presence of
horses. Also erosion. These assertions are supported by research. Horse riders argue that they have their right to
use reserved areas.
 Newsome 2002 questioned whether horse use represents ecotourism, where minimal impact is key. Image in
many horse operations is of pioneering concept.
 Most problems arise from overnight horse trips, requiring extra pack animals.
 Study is an overview of impacts,
 Examples of assessing and measuring, Yosemite meadows (Cole et al 2004) multiple use (Big South Fork) and
D’Entrecasteaux National Park in Western Australia.
 North American perspective: application of gravel very effective, helped that park in Big South Fork purchased
narrow grade equipment for trail construction and maintenance work.
 Steep slopes or sections with difficult access require shifting gravel from large trucks, to smaller trucks, to
motorized tracked wheelbarrows. Gravel application on slopes >8% not entirely successful: tried to apply ;larger
gravel (4-7 cm) capped with finer (<3cm) but fine gravel migrated downhill with use. Larger gravel uncomfortable to
horses. Grading work mixed the gravels. Heavy equipment restricts road drainage features, frequent grading
required to maintaining outsloping and grade dips. Many horses don’t like to walk planked bridges, so have soil fill
between edge planks or brow logs: siltation into streams.
 Conservation areas and highly valued natural areas with at-risk environmental characteristics such as steep
slopes, high soil erosivity, poorly drained areas, and readily transportable fungal pathogens should not be available
for horse riding activities.
 There is scope for a development of a database on the relative sensitivity of different environments around the
world to horse-riding damage.
 Horse riding in national parks should only be allowed with best-management practice, and it needs to be
emphasized to horse riders that management is critical for continued access.
 Suggest a universally valid model such as LAC planning framework
Leung, Y and Jeffrey L. Marion. 1999. Assessing trail conditions in protected areas: application of a problemassessmentnmethod inGreat Smoky Mountains National Park, USA. Environmental Conservation 26 (4): 270-279 1999
 Park managers require timely and objective info about trail resource conditions to make judicious decisions and
set action priorities
 IAA&M = visitor impact assessment and monitoring survey methodologies: have been developed for campsites
and other rec nodes but not for linear corridors such as trails. Study devised an trail A&M in GSMNP in SE USA
 developed a TPAM=trail problem assessment method: efficient evaluation of diverse array of indicators
 Used a measuring wheel to mark off distances, only tread problems exceeding a certain extent and length along
the trail were assessed. Use type noted.
 Management implications: 1) tabular and graphical survey results could characterize different trail segments in
terms of length, location, resource or impact conditions and maintenance features. Useful for scheduling, budgeting,
and staffing
 Identify environmental, managerial and use-related factors that influence trail conditions.
 3) replication of trail surveys provides a monitoring function., change in trail conditions over time./
McCay, Roger and George H Moeller . 1976. USDA Forest Service Research Note NE-225 1976 Northeastern Forest
Experiment Station: Compatibility of Ohio Trail Users p1-4
 not necessarily parks: limitation of study. based on interviews.
 looked at hikers, horse-back riders, bicycle riders, and motorcycle riders

Each group ACI=average compatibility index: each group had highest ACI’s for meeting their own kind:
preference
 Horse riders tend to enjoy meeting all users except motorcycle riders. Hikers were equally divided about
meeting horse-riders or bikers; preferred other hikers. Bike riders and motorcycle riders were most tolerant of all
groups.
 overall antagonism towards faster and more mechanized types. Hikers ‘not overjoyed” about meeting any other
types.
Lanehart, Eric. 1998. Backcountry Trails Near Stream Corridors: An Ecological Approach to Design. Master’s thesis,
Faculty of the Virginia Polythenic Institute and State University, 1998, Blacksburg, Virginia
 Trail designer needs to understand broad issues of riparian geomorphology, vegetation, soils, water quality, and
wildlife and the relationships of these biophysical factors for trail design and construction, in order to have an
ecologically sensitive trail in or near a backcountry stream corridor.
 Least studies issues are impacts to water quality and wildlife
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 resilient and resistant vegetation
 NOTE: floodplains often have disturbance tolerant vegetation due to periodic flooding, but may have rare plant
species.
 literature review,
 Many characteristics of stream corridors are interrelated
 geomorphology:
 linear area of riparian and other vegetation that differs from the surrounding matrix
 channel and floodplain, and part of upland.
 Physical weathering and erosive properties of water:
 mass wasting, solufication (slow flow of earth in saturated materials), landslides, avalanches, fluvial processes,
flooding,
 all should affect trail location
 Sidehill construction may cause slumps in steep slopes
 switchbacks should be spaced, not too close together,
 siltation can affect benthic macro-invertebrates and fish habitat
 wildlife:
 Knight and Gutzwiller 1995: 4 types of recreational impacts on wildlife: harvest, habitat modification, pollution,
and disturbance
 animal behaviours: avoidance, attraction, and habituation. Notes animals often adapt to change, and habituate
to disturbance., may benefit from extra food, trail routes, shelter., Trail users who stray from trails are more
detrimental than those who stay on trail.
 Forman 1995: upland interiors typically used by herbivores and predators because of good visibility along
hillslopes. Upland provides habitat for dispersal, migration, and escape. Animals dependant on riparian vegetation
for food and streams for water also use uplands: multi-habitat animals.
 can design campsites with spatial and visual restrictions to allow sensitive wildlife to exist nearby. Patches of
vegetation to separate rec and wildlife habitat.
Bennet, Karen and Eric Zuelke. 1999. The Effects of Recreation on Birds: A Literature Review. Delaware Natural
Heritage Program, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control Smyrna, Delaware 17 pp
 From Burger 1986: “People on horseback did not seem to threaten birds even though they frequently moved
rapidly. Birds flushed only to avoid trampling. Burger surmised that the birds perceived only the horse and not the
person riding”
Watson, Alan and Michale Niccolucci, Daniel Williams. 1994. The Nature of Conflict Between Hikers and
Recreational Stock Users in the John Muir Wilderness. Journal of Leisure Research, Vol 26, No 4 pp 372-385
 Purpose to determine extent of conflict between hikers and recreational stock users in a Sierra Nevada
Wilderness and test predictors of conflict using multiple conflict measures.

Study revealed that ability to predict expression of conflict was high using measures of definition of place,
specialization, focus of trip expectations, and lifestyle tolerance.
 “status hierarchy” associated with specialized activity styles. Hikers expected to step off trail when meeting
horse groups: safest solution rather than horses stepping off, but may imply that horse riders have higher status.
 Novice users more tolerant than veteran users
 Lifestyle tolerance: education, jobs, and incomes differ between groups (Jacob and Schreyer 1980)
 surveyed a conflict situation of interest
 Hikers had much stronger dislike for horse encounters than vice versa. 26% of hikers reported conflict with
stock users
 need for further studies to determine if these conflict determinants are consistent across areas or situations:
conflict measures are dislike, undesirable, or goal interference=
 causal domain= definition of place (how do users perceive the space they are using), specialization level
(experience, status, etc) , focus of trip, and lifestyle tolerance
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